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The increased use of automated equipment such as Automatic Vehicle Classifiers (A VC) 
and Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) scales produces a large amount of new data that can provide some 
insights on understanding traffic patterns more efficiently. Accurate estimates of average daily 
traffic (ADT) as well as vehicle-miles oftravel (VMT) by vehicle type are required for a variety of 
traffic studies. Such data can be used in estimating truck traffic for highway cost allocation studies, 
in predicting traffic volumes for roadways, and in estimating accident rates for various vehicle 
categories. 
The use of traffic counts and vehicle classification data to develop ADT and VMT measures 
is a common practice throughout the USA. In the past, limitations in manpower and equipment have 
prevented vehicle classification data from being obtained in all seasons of the year. Even though 
currently improved technologies allow for collection of continuous vehicle classification data for 
longer periods, data are not collected for all seasons due to budgetary constraints and equipment 
shortage. Therefore, it is important to understand the relationship between the data collected in one 
season or month of the year to the entire year. This relationship, ifknown, could be used to "expand" 
or extrapolate short-term traffic data to describe traffic characteristics for the entire year. Therefore, 
seasonal, weekly, and hourly adjustment factors become important. Traffic information developed 
from these adjustment factors can be used to develop accurate estimates of traffic for any given 
period and can be used for a variety of purposes and studies. In addition, the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials' (AASHTO) Guidelines for Traffic Data Programs 
encourages the application of seasonal adjustments to vehicle classification count data. 
Historically, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) has applied seasonal adjustment 
factors to factor routine short-term volume counts. However, a procedure to apply seasonal as well 
as weekly and hourly adjustment factors to short-tenn vehicle classification counts has not been 
developed. Previous research has shown that there are indeed seasonal and weekly variations among 
the various vehicle classes (1, 2, 3). 
Another important factor in traffic data analysis is the distribution of traffic across the lanes 
of a multi-lane highway facility. It is important to know how heavier vehicles are distributed as this 
affects the distribution of ESALs on the various lanes. For instance, it is necessary to know the 
ESALs in the design lane in order to determine the thickness of a new pavement or a pavement 
overlay. In 1985, Deacon et. Al. ( 4) developed lane distribution factors that are currently being used 
by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to calculate ESALs. One of the objectives of this study was 
to develop a set of updated lane distribution factors. 
There is also some concern with the accuracy of the automated equipment in classifying the 
various vehicle types according to the Federal Highway Administration's recommended 
classification distribution -- Scheme F. Is this equipment accurately identifying the types and 
cataloging them into the correct "bins"? 
This study was initiated to develop the ADT factors, lane distribution factors, and to attempt 
to determine the accuracy of the automated equipment. The major tasks of this study were defined 
as follows: 
(I) Conduct a survey of states to determine the level of activity in the development of 
seasonal adjustment factors, 
(2) Analyze vehicle classification data and develop seasonal adjustment factors, 
(3) Develop lane distribution factors, 
(4) Improve the accessibility of the Vehicle Classification File, 
( 5) Analyze the accuracy of the automated classification equipment, and 
(6) Prepare a final report. 
SURVEY OF STATES 
The first step in this study was to conduct a survey of current uses of vehicle classification 
data and identify methods used for data collection throughout the United States. The objective of 
the survey was to determine the current use of vehicle classification data by each state and to identify 
potential methodologies on developing and using adjustment factors for predicting ADT by vehicle 
type. The survey included questions concerning the collected classification data, methods for 
developing adjustment factors, use of any adjustment factors, current equipment usage, and other 
related topics. Thirty-two of the 50 states surveyed returned the questionnaire. With a response rate 
of 64%, a clear scope of the current vehicle classification practices across the country can be 
obtained. 
QUESTION 1: 
Since vehicle classification data can be used for a variety of reasons and purposes, it was 
deemed essential to determine these uses from the outset of the survey. Thus, the first question 
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identifies the uses of vehicle classification. The predominant use of these data is for operational 
purposes, which include roadway design, pavement maintenance, and development of ADT 
estimates, as it was indicated by 15 states. HPMS requirements as well as equivalent axle load 
(EAL) estimates were the primary reasons for collecting these data by 13 states. Three states use the 
classification data for user fee and cost allocation studies while another three states consider these 
data important for SHRP test sections. Five states report that these data are currently not used for 
any specific purpose. Please note that the total number of states does not add to 32 because a number 
of states indicated multi-use of these data. 
QUESTION2: 
The next question asked aims to determine whether seasonal adjustment factors are used and 
how they are applied. The practice of using seasonal adjustment factors to correct short-term counts 
is not a widely spread practice among the states. Only nine states currently use some adjustment 
factors to address seasonal variability in traffic counts (Figure I). Four of those states develop 
adjustment factors and use them to adjust short-term counts to obtain ADT while another state 
developed factors to be used only for truck ADT estimates. The remaining states did not specify the 
use of these factors and thus, no further comments can be made. Moreover, there is a great 
variability among these nine states on the development of these adjustment factors. Uses of 
automatic traffic counters (ATRs), WIM, and AVC devices are prominent methods for developing 
seasonal factors. In addition, use oftoll receipts to adjust truck data only, use of monthly average 
daily traffic as seasonal indicators, and sampling in various seasons are other approaches identified 
in the survey. 
QUESTION 3: 
An additional question, addressed to those states which do not currently use any seasonal 
factors, aimed to determine whether any such factors will be developed in the future. Among the 
23 states that do not currently use any seasonal adjustment factors, only I 0 are considering any 
future development and use of such adjustment factors. An examination of the geographical 
distribution of the states responding to this question (Figure 1) did not provide any information 
relating the location of the state to the use of seasonal adjustment factors. Therefore, the lack of 
seasonal adjustment factors for these states is not due to the absence of seasonal variation. 
QUESTION 4: 
The A VC data collectors classify vehicles into a vehicle type using its length and weight. 
However, a number of vehicles cannot be properly classified for a variety of reasons and thus, are 
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categorized as unclassified. Obviously, a large percentage of unclassified vehicles is not desirable, 
since it will produce unreliable estimates of traffic. The appropriate treatment of these unclassified 
vehicles--elimination or reallocation--is an issue requiring attention . Moreover, identifying the type 
of vehicle for these unclassified vehicles is usually a difficult task and, most likely, will affect the 
reliability of the traffic estimates. The absence of any standards for an acceptable range as well as 
treatment of unidentified vehicles lead to an investigation of existing practices among the states. 
Only one state, Wyoming, reported a zero tolerance for unidentified vehicles when using Scheme 
F--a IS-class vehicle classification pattern used by FHW A for HPMS. Five states indicated that their 
acceptable level is less than I 0 percent and 20 states indicated 10 percent as the acceptable level for 
unclassified vehicles. Finally, only two states have acceptable ranges higher than 10 percent for 
unclassified vehicles. 
QUESTION 5: 
The treatment of the unclassified vehicles--ignored or allocated to another category--is also 
of concern. The surveyed states indicated five different treatments. The majority, 19 states, 
completely ignore any vehicles which are not classified properly during the classification counts. 
The remaining states use some reallocation of the unclassified vehicles. Two states allocate them 
to Class 15 (unknown vehicle type) and three other states allocate them into the automobile category. 
Four states indicate that they allocate the unclassified vehicles but no specific category was 
identified. Finally, two states, North Carolina and Minnesota, either allocate or ignore the vehicles 
depending on the surrounding circumstances. In Minnesota, the vehicles are either allocated or 
ignored depending on the amount of information known about the vehicles. If the vehicle length or 
axle spacing is available, the vehicle class is estimated by length. If neither length nor spacing is 
known, the vehicle is ignored. In North Carolina, treatment of the vehicles is dependent on the use 
of the data. Also, the unidentified vehicles are ignored or allocated based on volume distribution 
percentages. 
An interesting aspect is the relationship between the acceptable percentage of unclassified 
vehicles and the treatment of these vehicles. The survey data, shown in Table 1, does not reveal any 
relationship between the variables of concern. For states with a tolerance level less than 10 percent, 
the number of states that ignore these vehicles is equal to the number of those which reallocate them. 
The same is true for those states with the 1 0 percent level of acceptance. Moreover, there is no 
specific pattern among those states that reallocate the unclassified vehicles, since almost equal 
numbers allocate them in all possible categories. Finally, the two states with above 10 percent 
tolerance indicate that they ignore all unclassified vehicles. Based on these observations, one may 
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conclude that the 10 percent appears to be the common threshold for accepting unclassified vehicles. 
However, the treatment of unclassified vehicles is a decision that an agency needs to make based on 
the intended use of the data and the effort required to correctly classify them. 
QUESTION 6: 
The survey also asked the responding agencies to voice any comments on the current 
practices of vehicle classification counts as well as to indicate any suggestions to future 
developments in vehicle classification technology. A number of states expressed a concern for the 
difficulty of developing seasonal adjustment factors as well as the reliability of these factors over 
time. The desire to move to a length-based classification was another comment made by several 
states. The amount of data required to develop adjustment factors is probably the single biggest 
deterrent for developing such factors. The required number of permanent classification stations is 
another issue to be addressed. Given that unclassified vehicles will always be present, the treatment 
of these vehicles had a significant impact on the development of any procedures. Finally, an issue 
of concern for a number of state agencies is the reliability of the equipment; a concern that was 
captured by the unanswered question of a state official "Is there a product available that classifies 
accurately?" 
RURAL, MONTHLY ADT FACTORS 
The next task in this study consisted of developing adjustment factors that can be applied 
to short-term counts for determining the ADT estimates. This research effort aimed to develop two 
sets of adjustment factors to account for seasonal and daily variations. It should be noted that all 
ADT factors developed in this study are for individual vehicle class and are not for totalADT. 
Data were collected using ATRs from rural interstates and rural non-interstates for 
developing the monthly adjustment factors. The following sites were the ATR stations that were 
used in the analysis. 
Interstates 
ATR-22 (I-64, Shelby County) 
ATR-23 (I-75, Grant County) 
ATR-46 (I-75, Rockcastle County) 
ATR-47 (I-64, Carter County) 
ATR-48 (I-71, Henry County) 
ATR-51 (I-24, Lyon County) 
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Non-Interstates 
ATR-52 (KY 9 [Formerly KY 546]) 
ATR-53 (BG Parkway, Woodford County) 
The adjustment factors were developed following the recommended practices in the Standard 
Practice for Highway-Traffic Monitoring (5) but were defined slightly different to accommodate 
existing data in Kentucky. The factors were determined for four different classes of roadways--rural 
interstates and parkways, urban interstates and parkways, rural non-interstates and non-parkways, 
and urban non-interstates and non-parkways. Moreover, 84 adjustment factors were developed for 
each day and month of the year (7 days x 12 months) and a separate set was developed for each 
vehicle type (15 vehicle types). 
To proceed with the development of these factors, it was first necessary to calculate the ADT 
for each vehicle type. To accomplish this task, a three-step process was taken. First, the seven 
averages for each day of the week, Monday through Sunday, in a given month were estimated for 
each vehicle type. Then, these Monthly Average Days of Week (MADW) traffic were averaged for 
each month and multiplied by the number of days of the month to estimate the Total Monthly 
Volume (TMV.) for each month i. Finally, the ADT was calculated as the division of the total annual 
volume (I(TMV.), fori =I to 12) by the 365 days of the year. The adjustment factors for each 
vehicle type k, (f;)k• are then defined for each day i and monthj as (f;)k =(MADWi)k /(AADT)k. 
The adjustment factors developed here can be used for vehicle classification or volume short-term 
counts, since an additional set of factors was developed for all vehicle classes. 
For the development of these factors, six ATR stations were used for interstate calculations 
and four stations were used for non-interstate calculations. All stations are permanent locations and 
collect continuous data throughout the year. Two years of data were used for the calculation of the 
seasonal adjustment factors. The adjustment factors for rural interstates and parkways for all vehicle 
types are shown in Table 2. To obtain an ADT estimate, one needs to divide the short-term count 
by the corresponding day and month factor. For example, if a count of 4,000 automobiles was taken 
on a rural interstate on a Wednesday in July, the estimated automobile ADT for this road would be 
(4,000/1.036) = 3,861 automobiles. Following a similar approach, all vehicle types can be adjusted 
and then summed to develop an ADT estimate based on the short-term count. 
Figures 2 through 8 illustrate the monthly variation in traffic reflected through the 
adjustment factors for all vehicle types by day of the week. Figures 9 through 22 show monthly 
variation for each vehicle type. The data in Figures I 0 and 17 indicate a sharp seasonal variation 
for automobiles (Type 2) and very little variation for 5-axle, semi-trailers (Type 9). Table 2 also 
indicates a strong relationship between the day of the week and the adjustment factors. Moreover, 
the adjustment factors for Type 2 and Type 9 follow different trends. Traffic counts for semi-trailers 
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during weekdays will show volumes higher than their ADT, while weekend counts will show 
volumes lower than their ADT. The opposite trends are noted for automobile counts--lower volumes 
in weekdays and higher volumes during weekends. 
Figures 23 through 29 demonstrate the monthly variations in traffic for the rural non-
interstate and non-parkway data for all vehicle types by day of the week. Figures 30 through 43 
show the monthly variation for each vehicle type. The monthly variation is still present in Figure 
23 through 29 with approximately the same amount of variability for automobiles but a higher 
seasonal variability for the 5-axle semi-trailers. This is an expected phenomenon, since seasonal 
patterns do affect the travel trends of heavy vehicles on non-interstate roads; contrary to a more 
constant pattern on the interstate system. Automobiles show less variation between weekday and 
weekend travel indicating more stable trends for the non-interstate automobile travel. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of distinguishing among the various vehicle types, similar 
adjustment factors were developed for all traffic without any distinction for the vehicle type. These 
trends are shown in Figures 44 through 47. An examination of the three trend lines indicates that 
the general trend of all vehicles follows closely the automobile trends and cannot be used to 
approximate the adjustment factors for the 5-axle semi-trailers--an observation that holds true for 
both interstate and non-interstate system. Therefore, the development of such factors for each 
vehicle type is essential for accurate estimates of the ADT by different types of vehicles. However, 
if the desired estimate is an ADT without any distinction for vehicle types then, the adjustment 
factors for all vehicles can be used to adjust a volume short-term count. 
Therefore, it appears that adjustments in traffic volume estimates that account for day of the 
week and month of the year in which the classification count was obtained could provide better 
estimates of ADT by vehicle type and thus, can provide a more accurate basis from which other 
traffic estimates, like ESAL and VMT, can be calculated. 
Vehicle classification data for 1995 from continuous ATR sites were used to validate the 
ADT factors. First, ADT estimates are obtained for each vehicle type and all vehicles for roadway 
segments where ATR equipment are located. Then daily counts from these sites are randomly 
selected, and using the adjustment factors developed, these daily counts are adjusted and compared 
to the true ADT. 
Following this approach, a total of seven sites (three interstate and four non-intestate) were 
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tested and four months of data for each site were chosen. Daily counts were excluded if more than 
I 0 percent of unclassified vehicles was counted (because this is the tolerance level for the state of 
Kentucky), questionable classifications were present (unreasonable high percentage of motorcycles) 
or all classified vehicles were present in one class. By eliminating the daily counts for each site not 
conforming to the above rules, the total number of counts ranged between 27 to I 03. 
For each site, three different estimates of the ADT are obtained. The first is based on the 
unfactored data by simply averaging the daily counts. The second estimate is obtained by factoring 
the counts for each vehicle type, adding these estimates to produce the ADT, and finally averaging 
these estimates. The third estimate is calculated by simply factoring the total daily counts and then 
calculating the average of these estimates. To compare the accuracy of each of these estimates with 
the true ADT, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used. This error is the average of the absolute 
values of the differences between the estimates of ADT and true ADT expressed as a percentage of 
the true ADT. 
The data shown in Table 4 indicate a wide range in the MAE values, but a consistent pattern-
-the error is smaller when factoring is used compared to the unfactored estimates. Moreover, some 
differences can be noted for the two types of highways. For rural interstates, the use of the second 
method (i.e. factoring each vehicle type and then summing all to produce the ADT) produced smaller 
errors compared to the other factoring method (i.e. factoring the total volume). On the other hand, 
for rural non-interstate roads, there was approximately the same improvement on the estimates 
compared to the unfactored estimates by using either factoring method (i.e. each vehicle type or all 
vehicles). This difference is probably attributed to the differences in the amount of vehicles for each 
vehicle class. There is a larger percentage of heavy vehicles on interstate roads and thus, the use of 
adjustment factors for individual vehicle classes improves the overall estimates. Similarly, the 
smaller percentage ofheavy vehicles in non-interstate roads results in approximating the entire traffic 
by the trends of the dominant vehicle type--passenger cars. The overall improvement in ADT 
estimates for interstate sites was 44 percent between the unfactored and factored by vehicle class and 
3 5 percent between the unfactored and facto red sum. 
improvements were 36 percent in both cases. 
Similarly, for non-interstates these 
The next step in the analysis involved the determination of the impact of unclassified 
vehicles. Vehicles that do not conform to the predetermined length and axle configurations are 
recorded as class 15 and are included both in the total counts and the ADT estimates. Two 
approaches were considered here in determining their impact. The first, excludes all class 15 
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vehicles from all computations. The second method adds them to class 2 vehicles, thus considers 
them as passenger cars, and then their sum is factored. It has been hypothesized that the unclassified 
vehicles are more likely to be two passenger cars with very small spacing. The three different 
approaches used in the previous analysis for determining the ADT were also considered here and 
MAE's were computed for each method. 
Based on this analysis, neither method improved the accuracy of the ADT estimates (Table 
5). A slight improvement was noted when these vehicles were eliminated from the counts and it was 
more obvious for the sites having a relatively high percent of unclassified vehicles. However, these 
differences were not statistically significant. One fact that should be considered at this point is that 
these sites were already filtered for the presence of unclassified vehicles and this may explain the 
absence of any improvement. 
To further validate the ADT factors, data from two ATR sites (ATR-23 and ATR-47) were 
used to calculate mean ADT's for these sites by month. Data for April and July were used for ATR-
23 and January, April, July, and October were used for ATR-47. Table 6 shows the means that were 
calculated from the equipment as well as the means that were predicted from the ADT factors. There 
was excellent agreement among all the data, lending confidence in the validity of the factors. 
RURAL, SEASONAL ADT FACTORS 
After the monthly ADT factors had been developed, some members of the Study Advisory 
Committee were concerned that there would not be enough personnel available to collect and process 
the amount of vehicle classification data necessary to support the maintenance and updating of 
monthly ADT factors. Therefore an alternate factoring scheme based on four sets of seasonal factors 
was examined. The months were combined into seasons by the following scheme: 
Winter------- December, January, February; 
Spring-------- March, April, May; 
Summer------ June, July, August; 
Fall------------ September, October, November. 
For rural interstates and parkways, the ADT factors in Table 2 were averaged for the three 
months in each season for all vehicle types individually, and for each day of the week. This method 
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of combining the factors gives equal weight to the data in each month, regardless of how much data 
one month may have had as compared to the other months. Tables 7 through I 0 list the seasonal 
ADT factors for rural interstates and parkways, for the four seasons. In those tables, Vehicle Type 
16 represents all vehicle types combined. 
Tables 11 through 14 are the seasonal factors for rural non-interstates and parkways. It 
should be noted that there are some blank cells in those tables. This indicates there was insufficient 
data to calculate a factor for that particular vehicle type and day of the week. 
Table 15 is a comparison of seasonal factors with monthly and unfactored AADT's from two 
interstate sites (ATR-23 and ATR-47). The AADT calculated from both the seasonal and monthly 
factors compare well with the unfactored AADT except for ATR-47 (January 1995). The reason is 
that the traffic patterns for this site were unique from the other interstate sites in that the weekend 
traffic was considerably less than the weekday traffic. The remaining interstate sites, from which 
the factors were developed, had weekend traffic volumes that were equal to or greater than weekday 
traffic. This unique traffic pattern at the A TR -4 7 site caused the ADT factors to overestimate the 
traffic. 
To determine the effects of using seasonal factors instead of monthly factors on the major 
contributor to highway loads (5-axle, semi-trailers [Type 9]), a statistical analysis was performed to 
calculate the percentage difference between monthly and seasonal factors. The greatest difference 
was 15.4 percent (Sunday in January). The mean difference was only 4.5 percent with a standard 
deviation of 3.5 percent. When comparing seasonal factors with unfactored data, the mean 
difference was 2.4 percent with a standard deviation of 1.8 percent. 
URBAN, MONTHLY ADT FACTORS 
Because A TR data for urban sites was very limited, it was suggested by the Study Advisory 
Committee to use VCR data that had a count of24 hours or greater. VCR data from 1993 and 1994 
was used. The following steps were used in analyzing the data. 
1. All available data with 24 hours or greater counts were used and were sorted into urban 
and rural. Only the urban data was saved. 
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2. Urban data were sorted into "interstate" and "other". 
3. The data were then sorted into separate files for each vehicle class for both interstate and 
other. 
4. For a given vehicle classification, the data were sorted by month and then by day. 
5. Using the 1993 and 1994 calendar, a weekday was assigned a number I to 7 (Sunday= I, 
Saturday=?). 
6. Those data were sorted by day number assigned in (5) above. 
7. For each day, the number of vehicles counted were summed and the number of hours 
within that smaller block were counted for each year. 
8. A matrix was created with day number on the vertical and month number on the 
horizontal scale. The sums and counts from (7) above were entered into the appropriate 
month and day block within the matrix. 
9. The counted vehicles and the number of hours for 1993 and 1994 were added together and 
an "average number of vehicles per hour" was calculated for each weekday. 
I 0. A seven-year span was used to count the number of"Sundays", "Mondays", etc. for each 
month, they were then summed, and an average obtained by dividing by 7. By using the 
number to the nearest "tenth", the total was 365.3 days. 
11. The number of "Sundays" in January (and every other month, from (10) above) were 
multiplied by 24 hours and by the number of counted vehicles per hour to obtain the number 
of vehicles per day. This was repeated for "Monday", "Tuesday", etc. 
12. The results of(!!) above were summed and averaged for entries greater than zero by day 
across each month. 
13. For each multiplied result for each day of each month in (I!) above, that value was 
divided by the total for that day from (12) above. This resulted in the ratio of counted 
vehicles per day of week per month. The average for each month was also calculated. 
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The results of the above analysis for Urban Interstates and Urban Other are shown in Tables 
16 and 17, respectively. There are many cells that are zero, indicating insufficient data to calculate 
a factor. Clearly, more urban data are needed. 
URBAN, SEASONAL ADT FACTORS 
Because of the lack of urban data and because of the perceived lack of personnel to collect 
urban data in the future, the researchers decided to combine the monthly, urban ADT factors into 
seasonal factors, as was done with the rural factors. Tables 18 through 21 are the seasonal factors 
for Urban Interstates, and Tables 22 through 25 are the factors for Urban Other. There is very little 
Saturday and Sunday data, and numerous other cells are blank. Because of the number of empty 
cells, no analysis was attempted to determine trends. 
HOURLY DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
In performing detailed life-cycle costs analyses, it is necessary to know the distribution of 
daily traffic by hour, in order to calculate queue lengths and speed through the work zone. Also, 
if were ever necessary to calculate AADT from data collected by vehicle classification recorders 
(VCR) that was less than a 24-hour count, hourly distribution factors can be used to calculate daily 
volumes and those daily volumes can then be used to calculate AADT from the seasonal factors 
developed in this study. 
1994 VCR data were used to perform the analysis. The following are the number of stations 
that had counts of 24 hours or more that was used in the analysis: 
Urban Interstates 16 Stations, 
Rural Interstates 7 Stations, 
Parkways 2 Stations, 
Urban Other 35 Stations, 
Rural Other 77 Stations. 
The data were grouped into the four categories that has been used in this study. For each category, 
the data were further grouped into four seasons. By examining of seasonal hourly distributions for 
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Vehicle Type 9 and all vehicle types, it was concluded that there was insignificant seasonal variation 
on hourly factor. Tables 26 through 29lists the hourly factors for the four categories by vehicle type 
and hour of the day. 
Figures 48 through 55 show examples ofhourly distributions for the four categories, for Type 
9 and all vehicles combined. As expected, when all vehicles are plotted, there are two peaks in the 
trend (morning and evening) that is largely influenced by automobiles (Type 2). Type 9 has only one 
peak around midday with the non-interstate highways having a sharper peak than interstate 
highways. 
ANALYSIS OF AUTOMATIC MACHINE COUNTS 
VERSUS MANUAL COUNTS 
To analyze the accuracy of automatic vehicle classifiers and their ability to classify vehicles 
according to the Federal Highway Administration's Scheme F, data were obtained from the Division 
of Transportation Planning. The data included stations where automatic vehicle classification data 
(A TR) and manual classification data were available. Data from 1996 and 1997 were used. The 
following are the stations and dates at which the data were taken. 
1996 Locations 
Station Route Dates 
37P01 US60 July 2, 3 
106P22 1-64 July 23, 24, 26 
98P70 us 119 May 3, 8, 13, 14 
100P32 us 27 January 23, 24 
120P53 BGParkway July 10, 11 and Aug. 1, 6 
56P98 1-265 April24, 30 and May 1 
120P60 US60 February28 
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1997 Locations 
Station Route Dates 
106P22 1-64 May 14, 15, 19, 20,c 27, 29 
37P01 US60 May 27, 28 and June 2 
59502 US25 June 3, 5 
For each year, all of the data from the automatic counters for each vehicle class or type was regressed 
against the data for each vehicle class from the manual counts (Manual Count = independent 
variable, Automatic Count= dependent variable). The regression coefficient of the X term then 
becomes the correction factor or error function for that vehicle type. This was calculated for each 
vehicle class for each year. The error functions or correction factors are listed below. 
Table of Error Function or Correction Factor 
Error Function or Correction Factor 
Vehicle Type 
1996 1997 
1 0.455 0.582 
2 0.704 0.723 
3 2.414 2.481 
4 0.850 1.529 
5 1.788 2.493 
6 0.971 0.748 
7 1.387 1.092 
8 0.375 0.219 
9 1.198 1.164 
10 1.333 0.728 
11 1.064 1.049 
12 0.525 0.692 
13 0.143 0 
15 0 0 
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The factors listed above are to be multiplied by the numbers from the automatic counter to obtain 
a "corrected" or "predicted" count. Appendix A list the raw data and the "predicted" data for one 
station (! 06P22) and date. The column headings in that appendix are defined as follows: 
MAN = manual count, 
AUTO= data from the automatic counter, 
PREDIC =the count as predicted from the error function, 
M-A= manual count minus the automatic count (the residuals), 
SQ M-A= the square of M-A (square of the residuals), 
M-P = manual count minus the predicted count (the residuals ), 
SQ M-A= the square of M-P (square of the residuals). 
It is clear that applying the correction factor to the automatic counts yields a much more accurate 
count of the actual traffic stream (note the large decrease in the sum of the square of the residuals 
in Appendix A). 
above. 
The following are some observations based upon an analysis of the correction factors listed 
I. A correction factor greater than 1.0 means that class of vehicle is being under counted. 
2. Motorcycles are being overestimated. 
3. Automobiles are overestimated, while pickups are underestimated. It is probable that 
many pickups are being classed as automobiles. 
4. Classes 4 and 5 are significantly under counted. 
5. Type 9's are also under counted by 16 to 20 percent. 
Figures 56 through 65 are plots showing the relationships between the automatic and predicted 
counts as a function of the manual counts for 1996 (Classes 2 through 11 ). The line on each of those 
figures is a line of equality and not a regression line. 
LANE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
As previously stated, one of the objectives of this study was to develop a set of updated lane 
distribution factors. These factors are to be used in equivalent axleload calculations. Lane 
distribution factors were developed for 4-lane, 6-lane, and 8-lane interstate highways. FHW A Card 
4 data was used to provide the vehicle classification information for each location. The data for the 
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4-lane interstate highways was obtained from the 1995 - 1997 weigh in motion data which 
is utilized on an annual basis to calculate ESAL estimates. The 6-lane highway data was obtained 
from WIM data from the I-65 Bullitt County station. Data from 1994 and 1998 were utilized in the 
analysis. The data from the 8-lane interstate was obtained from the recently installed station on I-75 
in Boone County. Twenty four hour data was only available for a very limited number of days, 
therefore these factors will need to be evaluated at a later date when additional data is available. 
Although some of the data used in the analysis was from WIM data, the analysis did not consider 
the distribution of weights across the lanes. Therefore, these factors are "presence" distribution 
factors on! y. 
Data for each highway type was summarized to determine the number of vehicles which were 
present in each lane for each vehicle type for a 24 hour period. By limiting the analysis to 24-hour 
data, average daily traffic could be determined. The distribution factors presented in this report are 
defined as the ratio between the fraction of vehicles of a particular type traveling in a particular lane 
to the total number of vehicles of that vehicle type. These factors were determined for individual 
vehicle type, all vehicles combined, all trucks (vehicle types 5 - 13) and all cars (vehicle types 1 -
4). Relationships have been developed for 4 and 6-lane interstates between percent trucks, average 
daily traffic and distribution factors for all vehicles, all trucks and all cars. Due to the limited 
amount of data for 8-lane interstates, constant values are given for each lane. These relationships 
are each in the following form. 
Lane distribution Factor= A+ B*(ADT) + C *(Percent Trucks) 
where A,B, and C are regression coefficients. 
Again, it should be noted that these factors only account for vehicle "presence" and do not account 
for the distribution of vehicle weights across the lanes. The results of this analysis are given in the 
following table. Figures 66 through 68 show the relationship oflane distribution factor and ADT 
(Figure a.) and lane distribution factor and percent trucks (Figure b) for 4-lane interstates. Figures 
69 through 71 provide the same information for 6-lane interstates. 
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"Presence" Lane Distribution Factors 
Regression Coefficients 
Roadway Type A B c 
4-lane Interstate All Vehicle Types 0.81161 -4.2225e-6 0.0014378 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 
4-lane Interstate, All Trucks 0.89081 -2.31798e-6 0.0016575 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 
4-lane Interstate, All Cars 0.84538 -5.21969e-6 -.0008147 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 
6-lane Interstate, All Vehicle Types 
Lane I (outside lane) 0.32722 -1.68725e-6 0.002998 
Lane 2 (middle lane) 0.577056 -1.39696e-6 -0.001037 
6-lane Interstate, All Trucks 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 0.57444 4.56616e-7 -0.000328 
Lane 2 (middle lane) 0.333282 1.34619e-7 0.001381 
6-lane Interstate, All Cars 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 0.36276 -2.49177e-6 -0.00040 
Lane 2 (middle lane) 0.60244 -1.85!96e-6 0.0003147 
8-lane Interstate, All Vehicle Types 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 0.27703 
Lane2 0.27930 
Lane 3 0.31298 
Lane 4 (inside lane) 0.13700 ' 
8-lane Interstate, All Trucks 
Lane I (outside lane) 0.28551 
Lane 2 0.43573 
Lane 3 0.23968 
Lane 4 (inside lane) 0.03901 
8-lane Interstate, All Cars 
Lane 1 (outside lane) 0.275088 
Lane 2 0.228048 
Lane3 0.331196 
Lane 4 (inside lane) 0.165668 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Results of the survey indicate that most states do not adjust vehicle classification counts for 
seasonal variation. 
2. Vehicle classification counts vary by month and/or season of the year. These data need to 
be adjusted to account for this variation. Because of the difficulty in obtain monthly data, 
adjusting the factors by season of the year appears to describe the annual variation in traffic 
to a sufficient degree of accuracy. Therefore, it is recommended that seasonal factors be 
calculated to adjust all short-term vehicle classification counts. 
3. There is a large seasonal variation in automobiles and pick-up trucks, but larger vehicle types 
(Types 5 through 13) have much less seasonal variation. 
4. Automobile volumes have less variation from one day of the week to the next while 
combination 5-axle trucks (Type 9) have a large variation between week days and weekends. 
5. The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has not collected sufficient vehicle classification data 
at this time to fully develop ADT factors for urban highway facilities. Further development 
will be done under a separate research study (KHSPR-98-182). 
6. Hourly traffic factors are important in calculating user delay cost when making life-cycle 
costs analyses. These factors are used in calculating queue lengths. As generally known, 
there is a large variation in vehicles by hour of the day. There are generally two peaks per 
day for automobiles and all vehicle types combined while there appears to be only one peak 
for Type 9 vehicles. 
7. The automatic classification equipment being used in 1996 and 1997 overestimated 
automobiles and underestimated pickup trucks and semi-trailers, although the total ADT was 
reasonably accurate. It is recommended that a correction factor similar to the ones developed 
in this study be applied to automatic counters, after calibrating each individual machine with 
a visual count. 
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8. In "presence" lane distribution factors, the regression coefficients for average daily traffic 
and percent trucks are quite small, indicating that lane distributions of traffic do not change 
to a large degree with increasing total traffic volume or increasing truck volume. However, 
there is a stronger correlation between truck volume and lane distribution than between total 
volume and lane distribution. 
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Table I. Percentage of unclassified vehicles and their treatment 
Treatment approach 
Percent Reallocate-- Reallocate-- Reallocate-- Ignore or 
tolerance Ignore Not specified Passenger cars Class 15 Reallocate 
0 I 
<10 2 2 
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SAT .503 .641 .587 .554 .595 .609 .623 .639 .609 .703 .568 .560 ----- -·---- -------- ---- ---- ------ ~--~~- ---------· ... -~---~ ------~- --------- -·--·---~ ---------
AVRG 1.013 1.003 1".009 1.009 .969 1.024 .928 1.029 .986 1.090 .999 .944 
Note: When a classification count is made on a particular day of the week and month of the year, the total number of 
vehicles in a particular class is divided by the factor in this table for tlmt day of the week and month of the year (ror that 
class) to obtain the average annual number of vehicles in that vehicle class per day. 
Example: A count was taken on a Wed11esday in July. There were I, lOO Type 9 vehicles counted for that 24-hour period. To get the 
average annual number of Type 9 vehicles per day for that site., divide 1,100 by the factor in this table for a Wednesday in July. 
[I, lOO I 1.219 = 902 average a_jij]IT,J2Bil number of Type 9s per day] 
tv 
V> 
Tnhlc 2. Monthly ADT Faclnrs rnr Huntllnlct·statcs and l'arl<wnys 
r-- l\D'l' F/\C'I'O_~, ___ VRlllS:~-'E: 'l:YPF. : .10, RlJHl\L lN'.I'E:RS'l'/\'J.'E:S & PARKWJ\YS __ ~--
:11\N i'Illl NJ\R J\PR NJ\ Y :!UN ,T\If, J\UG Sill' OC'l' NOV DEC 
.Jo;. .1\]9 .zsG·· ---~-z~;a .23i .7.25 · .z~;, .320 .i96 ··---.362 ---.~229 .2os 
l.OBO 1.1o•; i.".io'i- -T:o.\3 I.i39 !.26i .iiii i.:/.21- --_iJ.\7 1:·029 ·:-892 --:iii6 
- ---·. --- -----·· --- ------------· ----- --------· --------- ---· -------------------- ------- -------· ------ --------- -------------- ------------ . --------
1.522 1.630 1..207 1.220 1.455 1.547 1.570 1.471 1.000 1.179 1.151 .935 
-1~474- T.58s- ·1-:210 -1.""296 1·.-s:Jo- -i-:-186-- 1-:-103 T.21s·- -i-:-si·4 -1:255- 1-:l??- -.-99o-
'l'IIU T.2i7- T.is1- -1~391- -1-.:397 i:·-546- ·i-:-138 T:592. 1~4ii2- -i-:·561- · i-:276- --· .97o- ·-.-977-
F-RI- -1. isK -1.2o1-- -i:2o3 -i.T37 -1:·349 -i:Tio 1":353 T.i3s -1~261 1-:i'/6 :964 ·-.955 






.745 1\v-RG - i. o4o -1:1:1.--7- -~962- -:971. J.:J.oT 1:137 i-:oo1-- 1-:-634- --:993- --:-959 .837 
-~~- ---~---·--- --- ----- --- -----~---- ---- ----------- ----------- ----- -------- ---------·-· ------------ -- ---· ----- --~-----
1\DT FI\CTOR, VEHICLE TYPI': : 11, RURI\L INTERS'fi\TES & PI\RKWI\YS 
__ _:_:::J~ti::_ -:--I'Es ==-MA~=~~- 1\P~=~ ~H~:f=~ - -!~~::_:: ~=~yi, : ::_::1\_i)(Ll:---~~~=- OCT NOV Dli:C 
suN .309 .133 .315 .252 .280 .314 .332 .387 .338 -:379- ---:-370---.-298 ----- ·---------- --------------------- --------------------- ------~- ------- --------- ---------- -------- --------- -~----
MON .778 .885 .819 .867 .788 .907 .695 .902 .797 1. 030 . 954 . 845 
----- --------· -----------~----- ~----- -------- -----------------
i~~~t-li~i~~ -H: ~H= · ~ ~t~~-- -~: i~% 'l'UE 1.091 1.172 1.286 1.271 1.254 1.182 ' 1.!09 --------------- ------------------- --------- -------------- -----------viEu 
Tl!U 
FRI 









1.273 1.368 1.305 1.413 1.447 1.489 
1.179 1.110 1.228 1.444 1.311 1.231 ------·--·------ --------------- ----------- --------
--------·- --------- ---
1. 1 I L - . . 1.340 I 1.407 
-·-··-····- ··•--·-·----·~··--·--·--· ----·---- ------·-
.630 .664 .675 .673 i\0~§~1~~::~]~-•.. I •• ·:H~ _I T~~~JI-~-~JtLI~~llH= 
1. 416 
.756 
.979 .992 1.102 I 1.022 I 1.165 
1-:-H~-1 1 : ~~~ 
1.064 • > 7 3 
1\ o:l' F J\CTOR, __ V_E;l_l I C_f._E __ '1'Y PE . :. _1 ?.r ••v-'" '"-- .... ,,,,,_ • ., _ --· 
J/\N F'EB Ml\R J\PR MJ\Y JUN JUL AUG :::ll~P UL'l' NUV Ul!;C 
.•...•.. T Thl•P~DQ~ATES & PARKWAYS --·· 
. --- ---- - ------ -------- ---·· -- -- ---··- ------------ _,__ --------·- ---- --------------- ------ ····- -- ---------- --------- ---------
SUN .149 .472 .450 .469 .390 .445 .360 .404 .369 .573 .609 .729 
-------- ------------- ---- ------ -- ·---- -· .. ------ - .. ------- --------- ------------ -· --------- -- --.------------ ---- ---- --- -------- -------·----- ------· 
NON .663 .776 .747 .803 .656 .001 .699 .064 .773 .971 .947 .899 
;ruE:--1-:-ooi ·i-:-ii"ss--1-:-242 1-:Tfio- -i~o1T i~o7<1. T~o76 .. i.T7s- -1~is3 T:iii3_1_.-47o--1.22s-
-wiio- ·1-:-ooT I:-iss- -1.254--l.To9- J.~io:J- 1-:·zis- -i~T8s- 1~o93- -i-:-332 -1-:-'.i?o- -1:4:15 -J:-:391 
TliiT- -i~oT5- -:972--1-:-28:31-:299- -i:-333- -1:1."86- ·y:52T -i-:"340-1-:-455-1-:-608- -1.406--081-
i'R! --:g7l---.936-1.oo3 J.-:1:46 Lo69 1:o9o- -1-:-281"-i-:309 1.355 1.261 1.035·- !. 019 
.707 
------- ----- --·- . ---·---·- ~ ------------ ---~---·- -----~----···- ------ ---··---- -----·· --~ --- ------- ---------------
81\T .627 .944 .942 .769 .641 .777 .045 .047 .913 1.012 .026 
J\VRG 
-- - - ··-· -·· ·- - --
.977 .901 1.000 .892 1··;942-1 .996 I 1.016 I 1.054 I 1.234 I 1.105 I 1.051 .829 
Note: When a classification count is made on a particular day of the week and month of the year, the total number of 
vehicles in a particular class is divided by the factor in this table for that day of !he week and month of the year (for that 
class) to obtain the average annual number of vehicles in that vehicle class per day. 
Example: A count was taken on a Wednesday in July. There were I 00 Type 11 vehicles counted for that 24-hour period. To get the 
average annual numbeu of Type 11 vehicles per day for that site, divide 100 by the factor in this table for a Wednesday in 
July. [I 00 I 1.285 = 78 s.verage arrmual number of Type 11 s per day] 
~ 
Tahle 2. Monthly AI>T Factors ror nun1l lntcrstalcs and l'arkways 
RURAL INTERS'fl\'rES & PI\RKWI\YS -::TuN --~- .Jut;--[--1\uG---,-- "' ____ _ 1\DT FI\CTOR, __ VEIIICI~_EI'_YP": : ___ 13.! 
JI\N FEB MI\R 1\PR MI\Y <>~P 
SUN ----_-270 -.1'ii- --:o19- ---.T59- -- .-547- .731 .446 ./07 . 52 C~---~~r~~~~__:i:i~¥:t DEc_: .113 
f.ION . lifiG . ci'\3 .. -.:-6-26 .. --i-~-o~;s·· 1.. ?.:;·g 2.201 
2.570 
----- --------







. 744 'l'UE 1.160 . 009 i-. 2J4 i. i69 1. 009 2.171 1.115 
will) - :798- -1.15i-- ---:-765 T.o3T -1-:155 2. 762 2. Ou.< 1.759 ---------1.7 43 T~1H-I _1_~~~~ .557 -------;r1iu --:-54i 1. i95 --:-592- -~seT i:i46 2-:22o i.9i7 2.025 i :42i- , __ -- - , _______ , --------- ---- --1 . 3 2 7 .439 
iiiu-- --:463 t.oii' -:s11 ___ --:i:i29-- --.i:i75- 2:237- z:ooo 1.47o .813 .836 • 292 
1\~R~~ :~]n·---~~~g-_ _-~J~E ==~Itr i~~;~--~Jlf _t_g_;_ -~J_H=I r:_g~ . 470 . 779 .525 .730 .196 .378 
SUN 
MON 
_______ 1\DT PA<:;'l'G_~, VI':IIICLE TYPE : 15, RURI\L IN'l'ERS'l'J\TES & PJ\RKWJ\YS 
' -P.Iill i-ii\li-- --ii:rit -11111- -.Jt!ii-- --.Jui:- --1\u(;-- sEi>-JI\N 
l. 028 
1,162 
1 :ais- l.oi5 ----:948 - ~997-1-:DzT- --:94-s -. 978 ----.so6 
-r ~49 -. -92o- --:897- ·1:o9o- --:98T --:997- -~-o6o ----:-831 
- -----~---- ----~- ---· --------·-···· ------------------------ --------- -···---- ----------
OC'l' NOV~ DEC ------ ---·-· -------
1_: ~-n- -:~~~ ~-~~;-
----------
'l'UE 1.102 !.075 .895 .851 .924 .977 .979 .925 .770 1.003 .tl4tl .Utlb 
wEo t:o88 1.6'!1 L628 .926- · -:966 -:953 .o7o i:oii4 -:819 -.i-:666 -:·9-49- ---:-886 
Tliu- -i-:ooi --i :a4o r:-o9 5- ---:-97 9 T ass- --~918- T~oo3- 1-.-fJ6o-- -.sa 2- -1 ~165-- --. o26 ----:-ass 
---1.446 1.242 1:2o2 --L:l74 r.3i9 1~677- i:iii- ·1:143- -i-:osl T.362 -:964- T:-629 
------- --- . ----- -·-------- ·--------- .. ------··------ ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------ --------
1.107 1.129 1.078 .905 1.030 1.041 .997 .994 .807 1.156 .855 .873 
l\V_R_<:;_L::-:Gi_56_ -~i .olis~ 1-:_6_3X =-9_9f _i_~()E :~_::._:9_~_6 __ --_:~_goQ_~ i-~o-~6- -=__, 8~2_- -i-:-_-§_87_:_ =~86~::: : .. _oil: 
--------- - 1\DT F£~S::r'OR, _AL!,> \IEIIJ_C:I,E T"-~ll§_ (V_1~-~:-:_15 )_,R~R_JIL _ _I_l:ITE~S1'1\_'l~E_S _ _!; y~j(I<\-'11\Y~----- --- -
FRI 
Sl\1' 
JI\N FEB MI\R 1\PR MI\Y ,JUN <1UTJ 1\UG SEP OC'r NOV DEC 
~6~r-~~rr -:HF =-:~~I I:~!~ iJ~~- +~n T:~n- r.~Ir :x:~~F T~nr T:~~F =:~%~ 




.792 .019 .867 --- --- -- - ·------- ---· 
.788 .788 .963 
- ---- -·-- -- --·-
.896 .900 1.148 
1.635. 1:626- i-:o.ri- --:-954- -- .9fio- T:oo3- -:936 
- ... -- --·----- ------·· ----- --------- ----- ------------·--- --- ---- --- --------- -- - -------
1.110 1.169 1.125 1.016 1.000 1.005 1.000 ----------··-·· ---· --·· ----------- --------· ----------- ----~------ ------









1~-o23 i-:i56 1:-212 i:-ioJ- i~o6o- -i:a79- i:azii- ---:ll27 
-------- ------~---·-·-- -----------· --------------------------- -----
.790 .814 I .935 1.026 1.111 1.115 1.139 1.032 1.058 1.018 .921 
Note: When a classification count is made on a particular day of the week and month of the year, the total number of 
vehicles in a particular class is divided by the factor in this table for that day of the week atid month of the year (for that 
class) to obtain the average annual number of vehicles in that vehicle class per day. 
Example: A count was taken one Wednesday in July. There were 50 Type I 3 vehicles counted for that 24-hour period. To get the 
average annual number of Type l3 vehicles per day for that site, divide 50 by the factor in this table for a Wednesday in July. 
[50 I 2.882 = 17 avemg~ amne.HJJ 113Lfimber of Type 13s per day] 
N _, 
Table 3. Monthly ADT Fnctors for Rural 
Non-Intcrstatcs and l'arkways 
ADT FAcToil·;--vF:iiic.LE: --·rrri!: 1 ; -niiniii:'iiori=! ii;i·ilii:s;i;i\;i;F:s -r: ri\itKwilvs -- --- --- - -- -
-----, -JAN--T !?ii:ii~ -~MAR - --1\rn--- -t1i\T --:JiiN - --:Jul.-- -- 1\!Ji;-- -sii:i'- --oc·r- --tiov-- ----oilc--
SUN .163 --.5io- -.691-1~353 -1.965 2:562- 2:166 -1~953 -~~:JiJ -.912- - :652- :izi-
t·ION . 494 :o7o -:6:32- -:-719 -l::Jii i:iiiio J:19o i:ii65 J::oo7 ·--:779 ---:567 --:7:35 
-:7o6 --:713- --:936 1:205 1:136 i.2o6 i:369 i:o?o- :9a3 -- :s3i :6o7 -----·- ·-----·--'l'l!E . 50 0 
-:h9- --.759- ·----:ii5o 1:o-Ji -i:27o i :o26 : 9!o- _1:125 - :779--:576 --:536--- --·-··--· -------YIED .462 
=i-ni=-.-:--.9~1J___::_::__:~~L :LE~~ L2E =:oiJ-7 -j6Q= -i~~iii -~29Q -:s5L =:7§~= -------- ---------TIIU . 434 
FRI .514 1.107 .980 .744 1.408 1.335 1.161 .930 1.350 1.299 .710 .617 
SliT 
1\VRG =~~n r--:HF -t~- =-:~~r Fur r~~r -r:Hr u~r T~~r :~~~ 





1\ll'l' FACTOR, Vfi:ll I CL!l 'I'Yl'l~ 2, ltulll\1, NON -I N'I'EilS'i'll'l'llS & 1'1\IU(\VI\ Y ~; 
---------- -·---------·-·· --·--·--- .. ----------- ______ , __ ! _____ ···---- - .. -- ----------. 
JIIN FEB MAR APR Mll Y JUN JUL 1\UG SEP OC'r NOV IJEC -------- ------ ~----- ~----- -- --~--------~ ---------------- ------~. --------· ------ ---·-~- ------ ------~-
SUN .696 .879 .897 1.087 1.154 1.147 1.102 1.091 1.057 .936 .772 .690 ----- ·------·· -----~- ------ -------- ----------- --··------- -----· --------- ·------ ··--------- ·--~-
MON .819 .906 .971 1.072 1.104 1.090 1.036 1.064 .941 .851 .809 .722 
--- ------- ---------- ----------·· ----------------- ---··------· --~--- -------------- -··---
TUE .811 .901 .980 1.078 1.089 1.093 1.036 1.046 .983 .814 .734 .764 ------ -- -·----- ----------- --------~ --------· ... ---·- ------ ------ ---·--- ------·- ---· ---------------- --~-----· -----·---- ------ -------
WEll .805 .912 .896 1.047 1.071 1.069 1.045 1.065 .941 .821 .738 .786 
~---- ------- -------- -------~ ___ , ___ ---- -·-------·--· -----· ---- --------·---- --·-··-----·- --·-----· --- --·- ----------- --------
'l'IIU .844 .881 1.004 1.128 1.133 1.107 1.144 1.079 .997 .915 .799 .836 
- ------- ---·- -- -- - ·····--- - -·----- ----·--------- ----·-- ---- ---- - --------- -- ---- - -·--· ·-- ·-·- --- -· -- -- ... - ---- -·-----·-·- -- ------· -· -- ----- --- ·- -----. ·-·-·- -
Fill .920 .969 1.154 1.261 1.330 1.287 1.302 1.232 1.218 1.096 .965 .922 
---·-··-- ------------ ---------···· .. --.--- ·---------- -------- ·-------·-··· ---------------------- ---·---------- ------------ -··--------- ---·-----
~HG---'~H <~~~ · _!~~~~- +H~- +Hi- i~iHILH~ Hb? Hj~ ~-:H1i :m --:m-
ADT- FACTOR, VEIJICLE- ~·Y-PE 3~--RURALNON-- IN'l'ERSTATEs&- PARKl~IIYS ____ -------
~~-=l=~ll- -~~l~l ·1~ f!l!~ fm: ~1t cilr-,m~~ 1l ~mr- =Irn= ~,m 
--·----- -- --------- ----------
WED .854 .843 .856 -- ~-- - ~-- - ---- -.90:J ,,UL J ,\11~ l.U~l 1. t95 1.120 I 1.060 .904 I .996 ----- --·--------- .. -------- --·------ -----··------ ------------- -· ------------·--· ----------- --------- -1----·------1----- ---· 
TIIU .000 .038 .950 1.015 1.054 1.070 1.159 I. 201 1.179 1.119 .991 1.039 ------- ----. --- - - --- ----· -------- ___ _, ·- -----·--·- __ , _______ ------·----- ··----· ·--------- ------------ -----·-- --- ·----· 
fRI .917 .094 1. 062 1.129 1.162 1.107 I. 259 ----- ----~--- ·------ -~- ----- -· ----------- ----.----- . - ·- ..... -.-- -
SliT .777 .758 .893 .953 .990 1.027 1.124 
~ ---- ~---~ -------- --~-~- -------- -----------·-- --------- --~-----
1\VRG . 017 . 018 .085 .971 .995 1.050 1.001 




.976 .860 ------ ---- ---
.993 .933 
1.336 1.321 
1.162 1.119 ------·-- -----· --
1.139 1.099 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
N 
00 
Table 3. Monthly ADT Factors ror Rural 
Non-lnterstales and l'arkways 
- -~ ~---------,-,-~-,------- ---~~ 





. I 05 
1.152 
F!l[l HAR APR HAY JliN JUL AUG SEP OC'l' NOV DEC --- ······- -·· --·---·--- --- ···-----·-··-·· --·-···--·-·· -------·· -------------· ------------ ------------------
.516 .104 .266 .305 .341 .363 .325 .496 .497 .290 .276 
. ----------- ------------- --------- -------- ---~--------- ------------ ~-------- -------- ---~------ ------------ ----------
.771 1.095 1.204 1.344 .000 .761 1.106 1.210 1.591 1.764 1.274 
--- ----- -- ____ , ______ --------- - ---------- --·. --------------- -------- ---· -------------- --------- ---· ------------ -·-··--- ---- -- --------
1.031 1.121 1.167 1.429 1.456 .025 .043 1.009 1.595 1.450 1.666 1.225 
1vw ·1:116- -i:2os- --i~iio- -i-:246- -1:674- ---:-896 --~-9o7 -i:io7- -~-:7o3- 1:592- 1:867- t:2i5-
·riiu-- i:-i7s -T:i69 · 1·:253 1~381 -i:osli i-:oo2 -:948 1-.212 -i:ll79 -i:oo6-- -1~694 1:329-______ -------------- ----·-- -~---·-- ------------- ·-----·-- ------------- ----··------ ----------------------- --~-
f'RI .992 .636 .895 1.108 1.588 .746 .032 1.152 1.719 1.531 1.513 .922 ------- ----- ------- . ----------- ----------- ------- -- ------. --·---------- -- -- --- --- ----·------- -----·-- ----- -------- -- -- -------- --- ------
SAT .312 .239 .302 .310 .492 .370 .470 .534 .727 .465 .559 .339 
i\v!ic;- =:-;::-ns6 =~·~Q~=-=~,ss:L __C"g1§ _L?-15 __ ~~=!~4 _-::::~?E- -~~96J:::_j __ ~_334 __ :-_ijo9_ J.336J :J4o 






FED HAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
. ---- -- ·-- -- ----- ----· ----------- . - -- - ----- --·--· -------- ------ - -- - -- --- ---- ------ - ---- . ---- - - -·· ---- -
.420 .206 .224 .247 .352 .335 .349 .397 .3S5 .310 ---- ---------- ---- -·--------- ···------- --------- --·--·--·-· ------------ -·-----
1.000 1.030 .990 1.271 1.101 1.304 1.050 1.351 1.151 1.179 1.134 




TUE .942 1.040 1.121 1.317 1.~22 1.432 1.315 1.419 1.401 1.271 1.208 1.131 
--~----~---- --------·--~-- ----·---- -··------------ ------~---- -----·-·---- -·----- -~~ ---~ -·-- ·------ --~- --- ------
WED .953 1.126 1.008 1.318 1.469 1.353 1.313 1.305 1.400 1.198 1.255 1.075 
riiu- ----:-979 ··· -:98 s- -T:-12o- -1.:334~ 1:485- -1:363 -1~339- -T:-395- 1-:-3231-:J so- -D 34~ To1 9 
FR~I ~ 1-:-oBT -----.-?? 6- -G6T --~~298 -1~528- T:358- -1~366- -1:-394 -1-:-459-- -1:-3 92-- -1:285- -i-:--125 
- --- --· --- --- --- . ·----- ----- --· ·------·- ·-- ----- -·-- ---·------·---- ·--·------·- -~--------- ----------·----· ---··------ --- ---- ~---- -·------
~0~~ •. t~J§~. __ j~_L ~-JlJ __ {,~~L .. 1 :~i~~- (_~L _~_~~~L 1~Ut --i:Jtl_ ~1~1~1~ _ :~~~ ..••. :~_~X 
. -- - --- --- --- -~[l·~ _ _l':I\C'!:2R_,_y~~IIEC:l.I':_TY{'I~ __ G._ !!URJII~_I~()N::_~N'I~E_RS!I\_'l'_E,S __ & _{'JIR,I~~I\ YS ___ --- --- I 
JAN FED HAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
~6H--/l~~~t -~~§~F -:~~F ~~~Hr -~-~~~~~: -~~nF ~~~~~F ~~-:~~~F --1~~~~- -1: ~-~~-~ -:~~F :1: ~~~-
J~F--T-:11;- ~~~~~F +~~~r l1~r +l~f F1ff -i:-1il TUF i~~~F =i~HF ~rur -l~~~F 




.006 .U7ll 1.1111 1. 076 l. 00 
.464 ~·~~~F =::~~r =:~H 1-~%H ·------1.150 




------- ·- - ·-- ..... ---
1 . !)25 1. 4 61 1.455 
... --- -- -
.396 .445 .611 __ ,_ ·--- --· ·--- ------·-·· 
1.065 1.220 1.146 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
1. lll7 1. I 7 4 
.315 .763 








· Table 3. Monthly ADT Factors for Rural 
Non-lntcrstalcs and l'arl<ways 
All'!' l''AC'l'OR, VIWICL!l 'l'YP!l 7, RURAL NON-IN'l'llf\S'l'A'l'ES & PARKWAYS ' 
'-11\N l''l;:n ·-M/\ii_ ...... ----A-Pit···-- --··MAY _____ ···- -:il.iN·---- -·····"JlJi-~---- -----i\{'jG·----- --Sii:i;·---- ---()61···-- l-tov -GEG 
suN .119 .425 -~·iai ·.i33 .101 :oi:l .o93 .oi6 .uoo :<i:iz .ooo .ooo 
MON - -~~441 -: Bio~ 1":143 -1:235- -1~17 9 ~ --:?os·· ---:-5 86- 2-: a·o4 - --.-6 6 4-- --1-:02 5· ---~97 6- T551 
T~ 1-:263- ··-. 696-1-:545-1.428- -1:-J·T4-1-:112- ·Ti39 -1 :silo- -1~6o6- 1:14 o- -1-.185-1:-111 
I·----···------ -------·-----·-···-------------·--------------- ·----- ------------- -- ---- ----- ------·---
I;ED 2.905 .931 1.326 1.144 1.377 1.100 1.233 2.624 1.157 1.612 1.523 .964 
Tiiu-- i~i:l2 ·-:694- 1:26o- ·1-:-467 ·:oo7 T:29s -:9zii 3:633 1:134· -i:2s2· i.oi5 -.679-
Fiir- -i-:-66T --:s:IT -1. 158~ ---. o9T 1.639 -1:45o- --.734- -i-:974- ---:o9o- -1:3o.J- ·4: io9 -~44T 
sAT-- ·--~o57 . o16 .132 . 2o9 -~:i:Js- ----:275- --·:-434- --:2o3- ·-.444- --:-o6i~ ·z-:ao2 --.112 
il~ii"G- _1.]4 o .. :-:=: 593 - ·=:: 2 64_. ~-- ,92 9 .. ~ ~-8 o 2- -~-:8 62. - : 735 .. T 7 43 ~~76 8 -~ ~-:-9 3 o· -i : 6 7 ii . --:713- ' --·-p· .-.. ____ .·. ____ ···_-. -··_-... ~AD'f. _!':_~C.'l'OR_,__IJ~;IJ J .. (:.l:[;; ___ 'l.'YI'_[;; __ I_l,_ .. !Ulll._AI~.--·.·N(. JN::-_I.N'l~I~HS'l'A .. 'l.'ES.'_ & _ P~ll.I< .. W.A Y S ..... ___ 
1
, -. ·-.---~--.· 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OC'f NOV DEC 
suN-- -:236 :436 --~381 --:569 ·:735 ··-:-824 i:646 .938 . :779 :645 .323 :290 
i·loN- --:-736- -. 835- --.6251:011- ·· 1:1oo- 1":21T -1.":"671- --1. 114· -1~99 -1~126- ·1:-oss -:-952 
TuET-:-736- -.897- -~oso!-:-195 ·T:-i5T -:t:-415 1·:-710 1:212 -1~249- -1~243 i:-J47-I-:oo6---,----- ·-- --- -------·- -------- ··-·--·- -- -·-·- ---- ···--------- --·····---···· ·----- ------·-- ---··· --- --~----
WED .771 .813 .845 1.037 1.190 1.203 1.469 1.269 1.180 1.170 1.310 .979 ''"" 1--c'iO f -:734- -.-o16~ 1-:-091- -i:-1oo -1:-:366- -T34T -i-:197 ·1.122- -T2i3-- .i-:-129- -:926 
·---·--- -··-·- -------- --- ------------- ------------ ..... -------- --------·-------·-··---.. ----- --------- . -----------· -----·-·· ---- ------· ______ , __ 
FRI .754 .601 1.057 1.090 1.351 1.417 1.760 1.241 1.469 1.301 1.205 .911 ------------------------------- ------------------- ···- -- ·-·-··- -------. -------------· ----------- ---------··· ------·----- ---------------- -----
~(}Ic;-~~~H---~H~-- -~-~~}--~§~~- ·1~t~ij--1:~H- +~~H-+:H~- -(~~i--1~6~~---~m -~H~-
.- ---- ----- --- --------------------- _____ , ___ -------------· ·--------- -- ----- ------- ------------· -----
ADT FAC~'OR, VEHICLE ~'YPE (;! i RURAL NON-IN'rllRS'rA'rES & PARKWAYS 
JAN r-Es ~--1111.!\- -1\.i'rr-- ··f..il\i-- -iuti-- ~.Jur:-- --1\uc _____ sili' ____ ocr-- -·-fiav- -01ic 
--~-----·- ··---------.,. ·--·-------------·--· ·--·····---······- ----·-----..... ----···--·--·· -----·-·----·· ---------·--- -·---·------- . ---- -·---------
SUN .317 .539 .328 .356 .333 .445 .375 .430 .332 .339 .112 .316 ---- ~---------· -------··-·. --·- -------- ·--------·- ----·-----· ------------·· ----··- ---- -------- ---·----·-----· -----------· ----------
~ION 1.000 .989 1.201 1.309 1.259 1.560 1.157 1.208 1.082 .972 1.210 1.090 
·r~[= _,22~: :T~oT :I~.Ho- =!_._II~:. -L~~T ~i·:·~~~= T=±ai: T~ny· ~T,~E 
1 
~~::c.-:.· · 
WED .900 1.042 1.225 1.405 1.464 1.569 1.472 1.259 1.356 . ~ ------------ -- ---------- ----- -----------. -·------------- -------- ·--·--------·· ·------------
TIIU 1.029 .940 1.135 1.445 1.493 1.595 1.441 1.253 1.276 ---------- ·--- ----·· ···------·-··· ------·-·----. ---------- ·------·-- ··--·---- --- ---------- --·-------·· 
FRI 1.024 .765 1.140 1.102 1.535 1.530 1.3"10 1.209 1.269 
---·-- -1-···------------
~~~G 1 ::~n ::·~~1r ~:nr :i:~~u ~~t~r i-~~~F ~:~iL 1.032 .460 .51.6 I . 010 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
UJ 
'? 
Table 3. Monthly ADT Factors for Rural 
Non-lntcrstat.cs and l'arkways 
All'!" F'AC'l'OI\, VEil ICLE 'l'YPE 10, 1\UI\AL NON- I NTERS'l'A'l'ES & PARKWAY S 
_ -~-.:r~~N~ FE~ __ jih!l~- ~-JI!'fi-:- 1 ~M~-< = fl!_N_-- _-J~~~~: ---Au§-= ~--~IiC · _oc·r;=- - N{J~:- li~<:__: 
SUll I .118 .184 .396 .272 .207 .540 .434 .414 .101 .062 .283 .102 ---- ~---- -- --- -~------------ --------- ----- ----- -------- -----~ -------- ------ ·---------
MON ____ ._72~-- ~·~~~- _ _!·-="~~- -~tiQ! ~_.__!~!- _!_:_]~~-- __ !,~Q5 _!_.~"!__)__ -~_1!_3_3 __ __ !·~5~-- .908 L.!J~-
·~yl': __ l !_,!~Q 1:~!6 __ !_._1~2__ .l..£2~ !·.:13! __ !_,_~93_ !_._~~2_- _1,~4~- _!_,]~~- _l_~,J·lQ ___ :2~5 __ _.9~7-
\;ED 11.190 1.174 2.302 1.186 1.117 1.905 1.623 1.018 .962 1.232 .759 1.214 ·-· ···- ----- ..... ____ ---·---· -------- -- -·- - -- -- ·-· -------
'l'IIU .993 .982 2.034 1.694 1.1<11 1.854 1.933 l.035 .931 .976 .885 1.045 
--- ------ ------------- ------------ -- -------------- ------ - .. --------------- ----------- ------ --·-- ----- -- ------- ------ ----- -- --- .. ----- ------------
FRI .048 1.030 1.574 1.171 .970 1.727 1.612 .775 .771 .071 .846 .782 
- --~ ---------- ------ -·- - ·-------- ------------ _____ ., __________ ------------ ----------- ---------- ------- ----- ---------- -- ·---- --- -----~- --
SAT .050 .382 .886 .206 .719 .585 .644 .351 .215 .367 .144 .137 
------- ------ -- --- ------ ------,---------- -~-- -·-··-----··· . --·-··- ----- -------- ---···- ---------- --------- -- ------- ------ ---------- - --- ---------1----- --- -
AVRG .. __ .73_9_, ____ .90Q _ _!l_:4t;__l_ _!_,_1!6 __ _._2~)_ __ _!_.~}_6 ____ 1J30 ____ :924 ___ ,~39_ __ "_1!_07_ __ .656 --"2]_3 
AD1' FACTOR, VEHICLE 'I"YPE 11, RURI\L NON-IN'l'ERS'i'A'l"ES & PARKWI\YS 
~T~-~1\N::- =-F'~i3~=- _':I!I_R~-= ~:~ii~~~ - -r111y~~ _-.::;JY!l =:Jiil:_ • ·· -~~y~ - :=-s~~ := -oc;( Nov __ . __ oEc:~ •· 
SUN .066 .247 .000 .000 .106 .066 .000 .000 .000 .066 .000 .000 ----- ---~ ---- ----------- _________ , --------- .. ------------- ----------- ------------- ------------- ------------ -- ---- -------.-- -----
110N • 7 8 0 . 7 8 3 . 3 3 1 . 3 9 4 . 5 1 0 . 55 1 . 51 6 . 8 0 0 . 91 0 1. 0 2 7 1 . 4 51 1. 3 0 4 -------- --------- --------- --- ---------- -----·-- ---··- ---- --· --------·- - ----------· ·------- ----- ------- -------- --·-----·-··- -------------
TUE .719 1.421 .827 .586 1.117 1.061 .017 1.523 1.658 1.381 2.722 1.864 ----------------- ------------- ------------ -----·--- -------- --· ------------·- ··--- ---- --·---------- ·-- ----- --------·--- --------------------
viED .765 1.033 .844 .581 .923 .996 .930 1.601 1.655 1.720 2.221 2.518 -·--- ------·-·· ------------ ------ ---··-·--- ---·------·-·--- ---------- ----------- --------- ·----------- -------- ---------- ··-------
TIIU 1.300 .662 .011 .651 1.267 1.030 .027 1.001 1.901 1.802 1.045 2.706 ---------- ---------- -- ----- ---·- -··-- ------·--- -------- -·- --· -- -···-- ·--------··- -.-------- --- ------- -- ---·- -·- ·-----·- -- ...... - --- ---··- --
FRI .757 .435 1.054 .762 1.400 1.314 1.361 1.431 2.299 1.625 2.213 1.995 ·------- ---------- --------- --------- ------------------ .. -------------------- -------· ---------~------
.271 .496 .385 .470 .607 .601 .640 1.216 .885 .996 • 1.096 
-_..__: __ j__: 6_~4__[_-_ti2 3 _j__~<l_QO_j __ _.8 -~9 _[ ___ ,_~_o4 ___ 1__,_2_3_7_1__! .11_5_1 _!_._3_~_G_I_L~_l_'i_l _1_._~3 5 __ 1" 64 . .0 
__ -~l_!:r'_ _10C'I'()B_,_IJ E 1f1 C:_ ~ll_- !:Y['Ji: __ !~.r. 1{_~1<1\!J_NO_N ::_~t;"l:Ji: 1\ _!l'l' 1\'l' _E ~ _ &__~_]\RI< viA_\'S___ _ _ _____ _ 
,,. FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OC'l' NOV DEC -----1---- - --- ------- ----------- ------------ --------- ------ ------- ------ --------- ---------- ---- ---
--- .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .084 .000 .000 .000 .000 
--·-- ---- -·-- --·-··-- ---- ··-------- ·-------- ----- ----------·-· ------------ --------·- ---· ·------- ----- ·---- ·-·---- ---·---------- -- --
.000 .372 .000 .000 .000 .ooo .000 .372 .422 .211 .000 -----,---------,·------ --. ---- ---- -------- ------- --_· ------------ --- ----- ------------ --------- ----.-. --- --------- -_- ---'fUE .317 3.345 .297 .000 .500 .743 .000 .000 .477 .583 .141 .000 wilo-- 2~331--~844 -z-:926-2.7o3- 2~3i1- -1.-696--2:225- --2.863- 2:763- -2-:-:l:ii- 2:926 3:818-
---- ------ ---------- ------- -------- ----- ------- -------- ------
'J'IIU .JUb i."n .UUU .UUU .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
FRI-. 1-:959 --:o4T 2:?o3- 2.628- 2~-703- ---------- ----------·---- ---------· ------ -- --- ---·---- -·--- -- ·----·- -- - ------1.166 1.023 2. 1 20 2.703 . 844 1. 588 1.228 ------ ----------- ----- ---- ----------- --------- ··-···---·--- ---·----- --- - ··---- ----·· ------------ -·- --- -· ---- --- -----
SAT .764 .106 .000 .297 .000 .000 .000 .106 .000 .000 .000 .000 
. -----·- ···- -· --·-· -- ------------ ·-·- ------- .. -· -- --·- - ----- -·-
AVRG .797 .962 .900 .804 . 792 .515 .570 .739 .893 .597 .695 . 721 
Note: The factors in this table are us_ed in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
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Table 3. Monthly ADT Factors for Rural 
Non-lntcrstatcs and l'arkways 
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U!J~~J~!t =Jrt~1!!l'•ll~l-~m!- ~t!t _•:li~~~ji!!t 1~!lt, :m 
- --- ----- ---------- ------- ----------- ------- ---------------- ~-- --- ------------------- ------- ---r -------
ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE 'l'YPE 15, RURAl. NON--TN'I'I':RSTA'fES & PARI<WAYS 
I JAtT fo'E[l MAR __ =~~~R_ MAY JiiN -:liiL iliiG SllP___ OCT NOV IJEC 
.,SUN .867 .732 .631 .559 .526 .492 .552 .611 .756 1.102 1.400 1.650 ----- ···- -·-·······-··· -----------· --------- ------------ -------------- -------------- ---······-·-·---· --~--------·-·-- --------·· -------·----
f10N 1.122 .946 .807 .743 .592 .597 .596 .720 1.030 1.466 1.847 2.084 
----- ---- -- --· -------·----·-· ----·---- -------.. ··-·-··-·- ····---------- ·- -··· ... - ---- -· ·-····-· ----- - ------ ----- ---·---- -· --- ----·-. ··- .... - -----· 
TUE 1.025 1.079 .926 .665 .643 .607 .659 .710 1.012 1.460 1.955 1.894 ----- --- ------ - --------- -------- --------- --------. - ------------- -···-·--- --- - -----------·---- --------- --------- ----· --- .. ------ -··· 
WED 1.158 1.049 1.025 .740 .659 .593 .647 .695 .977 1.485 2.033 1.893 
------ ------ ------------ -~--- ------------ ----------·-- ------------ ----·-·--- --·----- ----------- -------·- ---------
TIIU 1.034 1.062 .932 .720 .685 .653 .636 .715 .984 1.548 1.815 1.980 ------ ------·- ---------- ----------- ------- -------·-·· ------------- ---·--------- ------------ ----- -·· ---· .. --- _,_ -------- --------
FRI 1.155 .956 .948 .917 .805 .668 .746 .025 1.071 1.610 1.945 1.889 ----- ------- --- - -------- ----- ·-~------- ------ ----· ·--------· ----------- --------------- ---------- ·------ ----------- ------
SAT .926 .773 .713 .614 .619 .527 .624 .679 .893 1.306 1.742 1.712 
i\vlu;- -i:o.tt .942 ·:o55 --:7iJo · :647 :59i :637 .7iiu :<Jiii L427- -i:o2o i:o72 
--- ---- ---··- ---····----- - ----------- ·- --·- -·-·- ·--------- --- -- - --··· ···- ... ------------- ·--------- -·· ---- ------ -· . ---·------- ---· --· -- ---- --- -- ---- -- - ·- ----
- _____________ -~Q!_J':!\C:_:I'OR_,_AI,L_\1~11-I_c:LE _!_Y['[';, _ _l_ll!_[{l\_lc_ tiQ_!!-:_!N'~E~!!~·~~:~!-> li__I'II_I{J(_W_A"!'_!->__ __ _ 
JAN FEB MAR APR -MAY JUN JUl. AUG SEP OC1' NOV DEC -------------------- ------ -------- ----------··--. -------- ·--------· ------- --------------- ---------- -·-·---· 
SUN .639 .799 .768 .009 .943 .960 .930 .959 .957 .930 .862 .795 
M"oN"- --:856 --:9o6- -~934- 1-~a24 1:o26-- -i-:a42- --:956- 1:o6o- -1:oa4- 1:a1T 1-:-o6i --:978 
- ----· ------ -- ------ ------·-· ·------- ------------· ·------------ -··---·-·--- -- --- ---·-·--- ------~-- ----- ~--- ---·-·- --- --------· 
'l'UE .020 .897 .963 1.020 1.036 1.049 1.007 1.053 1.055 .993 1.039 .992 
·-- ----- ----------- -------·-·· ----------- ----------- --------~- .. --------------- - ----------- - -···· -·----- -- ·--- -- --- --- -·- --·----- ---- ------------
viED .835 .921 .901 .998 1.023 1.016 1.016 1.062 1.021 1.009 1.060 1.013 ----------------- ---------- -----·--· --------- ------------------ ----------- ·--------- ----------- ---~-- ------ ----
'1'!11!__ -'~~~ __ ,QQ! _ _ ,~QQ ____ l,Q2Q 1.Q?~ 1,os1 ~,Q94 
1 
~,on 1,oso_ .1_0097 1.011 1.069_ 
FlU .931 .920 1.099 1.169 1.233 1.109 1.223 1.191 1.230 1.245 1.204 1.111 
slioi; .79i :ozi- :915 T:o23 i.£i7T i:o7i i.oo4 1.os2 i:o76 i.o23 i:oo2 :914 ----------------- ---- ---- ----··-·-·--·---------·-· -------------- ····-·--------- ···----- .. ---- ----- ------····------· -- --.--------·-··----------··- --.-------
jAVRG .019 .000 .937 1.026 1.059 1.054 1.044 1.065 1.059 1.044 1.041 .982 









Table 4. Comparisons of AADT Estimates 
MAE by Estimate Type 
Number of Sum of Factored 
Daily Counts Unfactored (%) Vehicle Classes(%) Factored Sum (%) 
52 13.4 7.5 9.5 
27 14.6 10.2 10.6 
93 12.3 6.4 7.2 
92 15.2 12.3 11.9 
103 16.3 9.2 10.1 
76 11.2 5.4 5.2 
84 13.5 8.7 8.9 
Table 5. Effect of Treatment of Unclassified Vehicles on AADT Estimates 
MAE by Estimate Type 
Treatment of Sum of Factored 
Site Type Unclassified Unfactored (%) Vehicle Classes (%) Factored Sum (%) 
Interstate 1 *Excluded 12.8 7.3 9.1 
**Combined 13.4 7.4 9.3 
lnterstate2 Excluded 14.9 9.9 10.4 
Combined 14.6 9.8 10.2 
lnterst~te 3 Excluded 12.7 6.6 7.1 
Combined 12.3 6.8 7.5 
Non-Interstate 1 Excluded 14.4 12.2 12.0 
Combined 15.2 11.9 11.8 
Non-Interstate 2 Excluded 15.8 9.4 9.9 
Combined 16.3 8.9 10.1 
Non-Interstate 3 Excluded 11.7 5.6 5.5 
Combined 11.2 5.2 5.0 
Non-lmerstate 4 Excluded 13.1 8.5 9.0 
Combined 13.5 8.7 9.1 
Notes: • Excluded from Error Analysis 
•• combined with other vehicles and included in error analysis 
32 
Table 6. Predicted AADT from Monthly ADT Factors 
Compared to Unfactored AADT 
I Station I I Date I I Method I I Mean I I Standard Dev.J I Ccieff. ()!Variation I 
ATR-23 April '95 Unfactored 26,497 3,967 15.0 
Facto red 27,028 4,107 15.2 
ATR-23 July '95 Unfactored 27,893 3,704 13.3 
Factored 24,962 3,817 15.3 
ATR-47 January '95 Unfactored 10,200 1,686 13.3 
Factored 12,956 1,376 10.8 
w 
w 
ATR-47 April '95 Unfactored 12,770 1,189 9.3 
Factored 12,882 1,036 8.0 
ATR-47 July '95 Unfactored 15,180 2,125 14.0 
Facto red 13,242 1,417 10.7 
ATR-47 October '95 Unfactored 13,010 1,689 13.0 




Table 7. Winter ADT Factors 
Rural lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
0.28G O.G/19 O.fl53 () 9:l0 \J.72l 0.706 0.377 0.66~ 
2 0.820 0.7'16 0.679 0.730 0.750 0886 0.828 0 778 
3 0.672 0.827 0.710 0.781 0.797 0.865 0.716 0.776 
4 0.515 0.916 1.0\0 0.990 0.990 1.000 0.605 0.861 
5 0.4~7 0.9,11 0.933 0.952 0.962 0.961 0.635 0.833 
6 0.40~ 1.056 1091 1.100 lOBI 1010 0.626 0.910 
7 0.210 1.143 1.129 1.173 1044 1.026 0.454 0.883 
8 0.518 0.867 0.979 1.040 0.979 0.848 0.500 0.819 
9 0.622 0.992 1208 1.290 1.213 0.987 0.595 0.987 
10 0.335 1.030 1.362 1 .:151 1.116 I 114 0.481 0.970 
11 0.347 0.836 1.15-1 1.240 1.201 1.065 0.601 0.921 
12 0.550 0.779 1.0!)5 1.209 1.123 0.975 0.759 0.927 
13 0.285 0.538 0.931 0.835 0.725 0.589 0.365 0.610 
15 0.913 1.028 1.021 1.007 0.992 1.239 1.063 1.0~2 
16" 0.772 0.1325 0.821 0.849 0.859 0.958 0.810 0.842 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: When a classification count is made on a particular day of the week and season of the year, the total num_ber of 
vehicles in a particular class· is divided by the factor in this table for that day of the week and season of the year (for that 
class) to obtain the average annual number of vehicles in that vehicle class per day. 
ExnmJJic: A count was taken on a WcdncsdHy in December, Jmmary, or February. There were 7,000 Type 2 vehicles (aulomohilcs) 
counted for that 24-lmm pcuiOO. To get the ftVeragc mmualnumhcr of Type 2 vehicles per day for thn.t site, divide 7,00() hy the 
factor in this table for a Wedlruesu:lay in December, January, or February (Winter). 
[7,000 I 0.730 ~ 9,589 avemgo annual number of Type 2s per day] 
Table 8. Spring ADT Factors 
Rural lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle l)pe_] I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.J 
0.886 0.611 0.574 0.670 0.733 0.873 0.902 0.750 
2 1.081 0.885 0.789 0.802 0.927 1.222 1.070 0.968 
3 1.008 1.009 0.938 0.951 1.050 1.293 1.091 1.049 
4 0.754 0.994 1.164 1.191 1.290 1.396 0.840 1.090 
5 0.627 1.112 1.157 1.122 1.246 1.256 0.787 1.044 
6 0.441 1.013 1.027 1.081 1.114 1.152 0.696 0.932 
7 0.293 1.248 1.200 1.174 1.355 1.148 0.449 0.981 
w 8 0.718 1.102 1.220 1.235 1.285 1.193 0.749 1.072 
Vl 
9 0.575 0.956 1.255 1.304 1.275 1.027 0.579 0.996 
10 0.252 1.096 1.297 1.345 1.443 1.230 0.432 1.013 
11 0.285 0.835 1.271 1.257 1.325 1.208 0.595 0.968 
12 0.439 0.762 1.152 1.155 1.305 1.099 0.784 0.956 
13 0.252 0.993 1.431 0.964 0.873 0.739 0.289 0.792 
15 0.987 0.969 0.890 0.971 1.044 1.298 1.031 1.027 
16' 0.979 0.926 0.897 0.911 1.006 1.207 0.989 0.988 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Table 9. Summer ADT Factors 
Rurallnterstates and Parkways 
- ---------- ··-
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. J I Avg.l 
2.205 1_5G'I 1.315 I.G I t1 1.~08 2.002 2.056 1.736 
2 1.354 1.07~ 0.966 0.987 1.110 1.439 1.347 1.183 
3 1.136 1.118 1.034 1.042 1.161 1.450 1.271 1.173 
4 0.651 0.984 1.080 1.121 1.240 1.256 0.859 1.027 
5 0.706 1.101 1.210 1.163 1.285 1.399 0.858 1.103 
6 0.545 1.153 1.269 1.266 1.208 1.394 0.802 1.091 
7 0.371 1.064 1.308 1.243 1.285 1.735 0.857 1.123 
8 0.800 1.053 1.202 1.213 1.235 1.220 0.796 1.074 
w 
0', 
9 0.618 0.936 1.216 1.255 1.252 1.057 0.624 0.994 
10 0.273 1.101 1.529 1.368 1.504 1.322 0.495 1.085 
11 0.344 0.835 1.266 1.351 1.388 1.329 0.656 1.024 
12 0.430 0.788 1.108 1.165 1.350 1.229 0.823 0.985 
13 0.655 1.476 2.361 2.462 1.821 1.905 0.902 1.655 
15 0.982 0.948 0.960 0.969 0.994 1.110 1.011 0.996 
16' 1 .161 1.047 1.022 1.032 1.135 1.342 1.184 1.132 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Table 10. Fall ADT Factors 
Rurallnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.j 
0.886 0.795 0.697 0.805 0.818 1.061 0.851 0.845 
2 1.247 0.950 0.869 0.924 0.997 1.283 1.200 1.067 
3 0.963 0.954 0.921 0.964 0.992 1.192 1.019 1.001 
4 0.676 0.955 1.136 1.126 1.132 1.251 0.891 1.024 
5 0.635 1.061 1.125 1.143 1.150 1.229 0.789 1.019 
6 0.485 1.179 1.243 1.248 1.247 1.277 0.768 1.064 
7 0.238 1.155 1.280 1.329 1.281 1.208 0.546 1.005 
w 8 0.704 1.087 1.228 1.198 1.192 1.131 0.690 1.033 
"-! 
9 0.634 1.009 1.323 1.312 1.246 1.022 0.627 1.025 
10 0.242 0.923 1.137 1.315 1.268 1.135 0.487 0.930 
11 0.362 0.927 1.408 1.512 1.436 1.253 0.685 1.084 
12 0.517 0.897 1.425 1.446 1.490 1.217 0.927 1.131 
13 0.406 0.791 1.252 1.177 1.367 1.023 0.498 0.931 
15 0.901 0.843 0.874 0.925 0.958 1.106 0.939 0.935 
16' 1.059 0.948 0.945 0.999 1.034 1.212 1.055 1.036 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Table 11. Winter ADT Factors 
Rural Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle_:Typ~l I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg. I 
0.265 0.700 0.607 0.572 0.758 0.746 0.292 0.563 
2 0.755 0.816 0.825 0.834 0.854 0.937 0.857 0.840 
3 0.625 0.901 0.878 0.898 0.919 0.973 0.798 0.856 
4 0.326 1.066 1.127 1.189 1.225 0.850 0.297 0.868 
5 0.294 1.010 1.038 1.051 1.015 0.994 0.409 0.830 
6 0.354 1.065 0.876 1.007 0.942 0.849 0.376 0.781 
7 0.184 1.267 1.045 1.600 0.835 0.874 0.368 0.882 
8 0.321 0.841 0.906 0.854 0.788 0.755 0.327 0.685 
w 
00 9 0.391 1.026 1.091 1.071 1.036 0.925 0.367 0.844 
10 0.235 1.067 1.048 1.193 1.007 0.887 0.192 0.804 
11 0.157 0.956 1.346 1.439 1.556 1.062 0.665 1.026 
12 0.106 1.831 2.331 0.849 1.344 0.435 1.149 
13 0.057 0.490 0.421 1.033 0.711 0.604 0.197 0.502 
15 1.083 1.384 1.333 1.367 1.359 1.333 1.137 1.285 
16" 0.744 0.913 0.906 0.923 0.937 0.990 0.842 0.894 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Tcible 7. 
Table 12. Spring ADT Factors 
Rural Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg. I 
1.316 0.887 0.961 0.880 1 040 1.044 1.124 1.036 
2 1.046 1.049 1.049 1.005 1.088 1.248 1.159 1.092 
3 0.670 0.995 0.978 0.934 1.009 1.118 0.945 0.950 
4 0.252 1.241 1.351 1.346 1.497 1.224 0.371 1.040 
5 0.226 1.147 1.287 1.292 1.313 1.331 0.519 1.017 
6 0.226 1.166 1.462 1.277 1.326 1.232 0.436 1.018 
7 0.165 1.186 1.449 1.282 1.205 1.029 0.159 0.925 
v.> 
\0 8 0.562 0.979 1.135 1.027 1.005 1.166 0.717 0.942 
9 0.339 1.256 1.395 1.365 1.358 1.286 0.483 1.069 
10 0.292 1.424 1.531 1.545 1.624 1.239 0.604 1.180 
11 0.106 0.412 0.843 0.783 0.910 1.099 0.450 0.657 
12 0.372 0.403 2.653 2.678 0.297 1.281 
13 0.215 0.549 0.552 0.811 0.630 0.483 0.279 0.500 
15 0.572 0.714 0.745 0.808 0.779 0.890 0.649 0.737 
16' 0.867 0.995 1.006 0.974 1.038 1.167 1.005 1.007 
'All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Tablie 7. 
Table 13. Summer ADT Factors 
Rural Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
2.227 1.472 1.337 1 069 0.933 1.142 1.869 1.436 
2 1.113 1.063 1.058 1.060 1.11 0 1.274 1.217 1.128 
3 0.860 1.121 1.131 1.102 1.143 1.247 1.089 1.099 
4 0.343 0.918 0.919 0.997 1.101 0.910 0.458 0.807 
5 0.345 1.264 1.389 1.350 1.364 1.373 0.718 1.115 
6 0.276 1.269 1.490 1.654 1.529 1.520 0.421 1.165 
7 0.041 1.126 1.280 1.679 1.952 1.389 0.331 1.113 
-"" a 1.136 1.334 1.466 1.340 1.310 1.475 1.132 1.314 
0 
9 0.419 1.335 1.399 1.433 1.430 1.396 0.519 1.133 
10 0.483 1.493 1.57-1 1.542 1.607 1.381 () 527 1.229 
11 0.066 0.625 1.144 1.176 1.219 1.369 0.643 0.892 
12 0.084 0.743 2.261 1.703 0.160 0.990 
13 0.742 1.321 2.642 1.663 1.930 0.892 0.848 1.434 
15 0.552 0.638 0.659 0.645 0.668 0.746 0.610 0.645 
16" 0.950 1.022 1.036 1.031 1.074 1.201 1.069 1.054 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Table 14. Fall ADT Factors 
Rural Non-lnterstates and Parl{ways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
0.969 0.811 0.835 0.827 0.909 1.120 0.813 0.898 
2 0.922 0.867 0.844 0.833 0.904 1.093 0.974 0.920 
3 0.865 1.085 1.060 1.055 1.106 1.283 1.086 1.077 
4 0.428 1.524 1.573 1.721 1.820 1.588 0.584 1.320 
5 0.357 1.155 1.293 1.284 1.238 1.379 0.626 1 048 
6 0.322 1.134 1.348 1.366 1.233 1.272 0.573 1.035 
7 0.032 0.889 1.140 1.431 1.400 2.154 0.836 1.127 
..,. 8 0.582 1.094 1.280 1.223 1.155 1.352 0.725 1.058 - 9 0.361 1.088 1.226 1.343 1.229 1.137 0.433 0.975 
10 0.149 1.032 1.146 0.984 0.931 0.830 0.252 0.761 
11 0.066 1.132 1.920 1.865 1.876 2.046 1.032 1.420 
12 0.335 0.400 2.653 1.712 1.275 
13 0.031 0.511 0.713 1.155 0.718 0.881 0.232 0.606 
15 1.086 1.448 1.478 1.498 1.449 1.545 1.314 1.403 
16" 0.916 1.025 1.029 1.033 1.067 1.229 1.034 1.048 
• All Vehicle Types Combined 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Tab]e 7. 
Table 15. Predicted AADT from Monthly and Seasonal 
ADT Factors Compared to Unfactored AADT 
Percent Difference 
I Station I I Date I I Method I I Mean I I From Unfactored 
ATR-23 April '95 Unfactored 26,497 
Monthly Factors 27,028 +2.0 
Seasonal Factors 27,406 +3.4 
ATR-23 July '95 Unfactored 27,893 
Monthly Factors 24,962 -10.5 
Seasonal Factors 25,240 -9.5 
ATR-47 January '95 Unfactored 10,200 
+> Monthly Factors 12,956 +27.0 N 
Seasonal Factors 12,145 +19.1 
ATR-47 October '95 Unfactored 13,010 
Monthly Factors 12,510 -3.8 
Seasonal Factors 12,703 -2.3 
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Table 16. Monthly ADT Fnclors for Urban lntcrstalcs 
Ai)r iAc1'6il, \iE'i1icLE'TVrE' i. ui1li,\N ii~ll'i1siAIE' . 
.iAN fTi\ MMi Ai'fj MAY . . ,JUN Jlii . AliG --- --s~:r··- - oc'f-- -- msv·- - 5l'c-
s UN ll. 000 D. 000 0. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 
MON _, __ u.1ln1 ----- o.111:1 ·o.~stJ -------o:ooo -·-ri:Otiii -,_rl7ii ij!J!:; ------(23ii -------·-ojJ~-7 ---<iGUO -------6.7139 ---o·:ooo 
rUE-- I. f7D 0.7!12 ---ii.(!iJ4 -. u.oiiu o.ooo tJ.7iJ:l Lii~i OAGii 6.G70 i.41iii ii.il~fi ·-a.ooo 
wl'o ----,,:.122 -- o:3rioi --1.772 --a:aoo -----,i:731 ---o:ou r --·--r4aii ----a.ooo ---o:n2o --1.uiiii -o:G1o o.ooo 
·ft-!LJ ----- 1. 1m; -- -· u.~~i2 ---- -(i.IIJ5 -~-·-o.·Oilo . ---- -iiOOo -------o.O~fi -------2_-;iO i ------ti:-600 . o.sii6 ---o~U5!i --a·_-762 ---o.-ooo 
F'Ri ___ -- o.942 -- o.51o --- a:ooo --·-a:aoo -- -o:oao ----1.266 -- 1.579 ---·o:ooo ------o.62a --i2o4 ---oo6o ---o.ooa 
·sAr- ---o:oao -- o.ooo -o:oao --o:oao -·o:ooo o.ooo o.ooo ------u:ooo --o-_ooo --o:Oo6 --o:ooo o.ooo 
---- . ----- ------- -- ----- ------- ------ - ---- . -
AVG 0.910 0.504 0.905 0.000 0.731 1.133 1.742 0.854 0.751 1.214 0.783 0.000 
---- ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 2, URBANff.iTERSTA~------
SUN 
MON 
--~AN_o _:E~_-_-Q -----~M--AR_Q ~ APR--~=--~AT=Q ~UN-=~ =-~~-c-__ -Q -----A-:_-u""_G""_-__ -Q' __ ,_,~"'~""~~-Q-,_~:o:~:coT-Q -----N--~~_Q/_D_E_c_o 
0.641 0.745 1.676 0.117 0.000 1.299 1.31B 1.093 0.740 0.623 1.739 0.000 
--------·· _____ ,. ____ ------ -------- ----------- ·----·------ -····--------- ·----·--~--- ------ -------· --~------
I_lJE ___ --__ O,:J?._.I --. 043~ __ _!Jl:J_Q __ L!J05 ____ Q,QQQ . __ (),_59Q ___ !_,§-~Q __ !:i±1 __ !-728 __ 0~98 0.772 O.Ouul 
WED 0.308 1.112 1.798 0.183 0.820 0.567 1A10 0.000 1.313 1.102 1.387 0.000 
THU- --o.63!l- T49i ---T295 ---o2io --o.ooo --6:659 --2:878 ---o.394 o.191 --f2T8 1.020 o.ooo1 
F_-R_I_- _ - _--:__'Q]QQ == ll_:?G9 ~-=~_O:_ti!Q ·~~--~:12£! _-_-Q;goo ___ ll_:QQQ ·.--:.--:.-:::ti,f-1~ --~=_o.ooo __ !_~56 ___ o~~l! __ 1.368 o.ooo 1 
SAT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 
AVG O.!l2D O.DI\ 1.•10J 0.72!! ll.ll20 o.77n 1.57fi . __ Oc9:r_li ! ___ ~()4_7j ___ o. 77';J_L ____ ~A59j_ __ o.ooo 
- -------------- -115'fl'flcTof1;vE'iHct:E' rir E 3~Un811ITif.i'fl'nsTA1l' ___ _ 
--Jr-N·-· r·ri:il--1-M'iin ---1-flrn·--1--iXfi'i-1 ·JuN-T-JDC_T_7\ua--l---s~!---oGT--rN6v-To~ 
SUN o.ouo n.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo -------{j_{J0o o.ooo 
MOH· ----- o.n 1 u ------ 2.659 ----- --T.3G5 ------·-6.127 ----· · o.6i)6 ----- ·- 'LT66 ---- ---tJ.ooo ..... o·.-ouo -------o.-otJ6 -.. ·-----L663 ------u.-~ in ---o:ooo 
TUE- ---oA87 --1.oo3 · 1.589 o.ooo ---·o:aoa --oTi4 ---o.aoo ----o.ooo ---o:ooo --0:326 ---2_-40o o.ooo 
wEo o.237 1.366 o.ooo o.263 --o-.ooo -··o.G75 -·-u.aoo --o.ooo -o:ooa --oAeil 2.969 o.ooo 
THu --6:572 ---3:332 ·--o.ooo --6~547 --o:ooo -- o.25o ---u:ooo --a:ooo o.ooo --o:466 --1:332 --o:ooo 
F'ni- --o73i -·-u:ooo ----o:93o ---o.7il ----o:oao ---6.576 ---o.ooo ·--a:ooo --o:ooo ·--o:647 - 2.4os --o.ooo 
sAr- -·o:ooo --·a:oao --o:ooo o.ooo --·-o:ooo ---oiiari ---oocJo ---u:aao ·--o:aoo ----o:aoo ---oooo--o:aoo 
AvG.-- -- -o suu -- r94o ---T295 ---o2o7 ---o.ooo -·- u.s,;r, -- - ii r1oo - u:ooa --·-u:ooo ---,i.siiil --r!l2i --o.ooo 
--- ~----------- ------· --------- ----------- ----··--------- ---·--·----- ------·- ----- ---
Note: The factors in this table are uSed in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
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Table 16. Monthly ADT Factors ror Urban lntcrstatcs 
Aot fAcroR.vEilic[E'fYfiE-4,lillfiAN INfE'nsrATE -- -----~--- --------- --- --- - ------ -~ 
---JJ\N~-,--nr;--,--M J\n~--, Arn_J_ MJ\v-- r···-:~ rnr -~--~ruc--r---i\Do~l----sEr-,-- oc_T_l~-Nov-,----QEc- ~ 
SUN O.(HHJ !l.lHHl 0.000 0.000 0.000 
~16N.... ··o_Ulll1 ----(Jj!Ji ---~~~~G --------0.5l!i -----··· ()JiOil 
fU[~- -1.(Jii2 - L2G7 '(l.'T!jfl ------ 'L57i O_<jOil 










rl Ill O.D•H I .'l•H O.D7:J 0.000 0.000 O.G~~~ l.fi112 
0.000 0. OOIJ 





0. llrl 0.27!""1 
(J.(J(){) 0.000 - - -
O.fl77 2.fl 17 





l,?o-1 ===-J~a:t===== 0.000 
1.411 lA G!J 0.000 
i==i1!? ~--~-g~~ =U~~i~ ~=§~§~ =~~~~ ~~~~v~g~ ~=u~~=~~§l=~~i~M!---;-~~!1 ~~~~ 
- --
ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 5, URBAN INTEnSTATE~-------
-~---j,\N ____ FEB ____ MAR-- -firil- ~-M~ JUN- --jjj[·--~~~s~ --OCT - NOV DEC 
SUN - o.ooti - - o ooi1 o.ooo -- o.iioii -1lo6o - o.66() - u.ciiio -!Jooo --6 ooo - -o.ooo ---o.6oo -o.imo 
------------------ ------------ ---------- --------- ------------- _____ ., ________ --------· ---- ---------------------- ---·---------· ----- --- -----·--
MON 0.448 0.745 1.516 0.228 0.000 1.403 0.860 1.700 0.433 0.589 2.069 O.COO 
tuE --os2o ---o.533 1.797 __ 1:334 ---o:aoo --0.293 ---1522 --T.T2il ___ 1.4o9 -----o:615 o.84o o.coo 
wm- --o::J9o ---o.i5o ~2:no ---o:14o ~---o.ooo --0.446 -----T944 -----o:aoo -~i:s56 ~-1.o39 -~1215 o.coo 
---------------- -~---- ------ -~----- -----·-·--- --------
THU 0.71 o 0.964 1.700 0.107 0.000 0.659 2.624 0.523 0.227 1.14G 1.100 OJ,OO --------------- ------ -~--------- ----------- ------·--- --------· --~- -----
FRI 0.560 0.737 0.729 1.166 0.000 0.950 0.963 0.000 1.360 0.692 1.818 O.l•OO -- ------- -~--- ----- ------- ----·--- ------------ ·-------- ------- -~--- ------
SAT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1>00 
A-vG·-- ------u_!j2~ -----{Jjj2.ti ------··i:Silil ------o~a·i 1 ----·-· ii.Ooo -------u~751 --------i-_5U3 -------c-120 --o:nno ·--o~OIG ---1>126 --a~<~oo 
-------- ----··--------·· ·--------------- --------- -· ---- --. -··--- ------------ -----------------.----- --·-·--·--·---- --------- --·-----. ---------- ----- ~ 
---AufrAcron.vE'IHci.'E T'r'rE' a,-unui\N lf-ifEnsl'ATE -------------
Ji\N ricil- ~- MAfi - 1· 1\rn I ----MAY -- I JUN - I --:iUC I AUG'-1---sEi'--i~ocl'·--1- NOV--1 DEC 
--- -- - ---- ---- ---·- ---·-·-----------
SUN 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 . O.liOO 
lAoN--o:47o -·--r:21G ~-J:527 ---o.i29 --o:ooo --~~3iH ----oo77 --o:ooo ---o:347 -~o~5o2 -~-2.549 --o-_ooo 
TOE o.5o4 o.4o4 1.460 2.104 -- o.ooo --o:365 1.230 1.411 1.152 o.61s o.593 o.ooo 
w'Eo --o-_591 ---1:1Gi --i116 --0.1ilo --0.762 ---o.676 --~~76 ~-o~ooo o.ooo ---o:ooo --o-.769 o.ooo 
THu~ -----o:lao ---D.967 1.423 --o-.367 -~o.ooo ·--1-:t:Jo ---o:3to ·-·oAa9 --1.724 ~~4 1.536 o.ooo 
-~- ---- -------- ----::::--::::-:::-.-:- --~-:::-= . --. --:-:::- ~ --- - ----
~~ -- I=&U~I -g~~~t=t~~L __ ~:~!11---jjg~l-_~-~~~ill~-=~=t~i~t===-~~ii~\-=H~~I= &~~,!=-~~~~~ E:~~ 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
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Table 16. Monthly Al>T Fnctors for Urbnn lntcrstates 
ADT FACTOR;VEHiCLETYPE 7. UflBANINTERSTATE 
-- ---Ji\i'f --Ti'li-- ---Milfi-- ---)\pfj ___ -Mi\Y ___ --;iUN- ---JUL-- 7\0('3" SEP OCT --NOV DEC 
SUN____ o.oon - i:J.til)(l O.OtJ(J lilJi)o iJ.Oim O.(j{)o o.ilOo o.-600 - ~--iulOfl - ··--o.OfJ6 ------0.006 ---o.ooo 
MON ____ . o.2-12 -·-o.27s --2.'7~li ... ___ (i()iJiJ oj)()O -----0~753 ----- (J:[H~!J -------u~-443 -----~~724 -----~ii'3il5 ----1-~63() --o-_ooo 
tUf _____ -----5.223 ---o.i5~i ----22o6 - o.us!i o.ooo - u iriJ -- o.7i)!i -1.245 -- -~.so2 --o417 - 24i2 ---o:ooo 
wErs----- ····--o_~i;G ------o.:JTJ2 -----tifiSJ ----o.·oc)o ---------u. iG~ -----·o:2Gi ----------u.-u7n --·--o:ooo -·-·o.273 ----o:3!10 --5:644 --o.ooo 
ii-liJ -------- ...... _.ll.~JiiS -------ll.2~JO -----(1.75:3 -··--·o.·otJO - ... ---li.OOo ------iU37!J i:2\~ ---·---6.00() ··-----OT71 ------T.2~U --320ii --o.oOO 
F'i1i ___ ---6.4·16 ---6.3lii ----!:ills -- o:44ii -- u.uou ---u:oso · --- i:46i -- o.uuo ----~363 -----6:2:)5 ----2.9z!i --o:Ooo 
si\t o_ooo --o:oaii --aooo --o:ooo --o_ooo -o:Ooo --o:ooa o.ooo- o.ooo o.ooo --o_ooo --o_60o 
AV_G ___ ---6:339 --o:2o7 ---14(34 ---o:7o2 ----o:TG4 --lf54T --T:02ii ---o 044 --(J.§95 --0:5i7 --3:17il o.ooo 
- ----- ------ ----·-- ---------- ------
ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE o:unBANfNTERSTATE_____________ ------
1-----,--------- --- ----- ---------- -- ------- ------------ -------- --- - ------- --- -------,-----;;;-- ---------~,-
JAN FE[) MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC suN-- ---o.ooo ------u.ooo --o:ooo- o.ooo ---il.ooo ----u_ooo ---o.ooo --·u.ooo ---oooo ----5:055 --o_ooiJ ----u.ooo 
MON ___ ----oii:\1 - ---o.ii3ii -- 2.ooi --o.356 ---(J:ouo ---T70i -----6:594 ---o62il --oAil3 ---o.o6·1·--2.53u --o.ooo 
----------- --------- ----- --------- --------- ------- --·---·---- --·----- ----·----- --------- ---- ----
TUE 0.71JB 0.605 2.317 1.125 0.000 0.673 0.910 0.517 1.160 0.941 0.955 0.000 ---- ---·--- ----- ----- ---- -------- --------·- --------- ---------~ -----· ·------ -----
WED 0.477 0.765 2.372 0.260 1.145 1.161 0.949 0_000 0.712 0.971 1.101 0.000 rRu-- --o_-61)5 -----o.7iis --T492 --5.354 --o:aoo --22:H - --o.o\4 ---u.eoi -o:4oi ---T19o --uiu o.ooo 
m-, -- --o:su~ --a7oi :::__ 1:1~~ --o.o6~ =Q:oot!_ =o:oo9 _--a,~~~ -o:~o9 --o.~77 ---1236 =1.1~~ o.ooo
1 SAT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000{ 
rwcr--- ---6.1393 ~ u: 11 a =-t:tlln o~o3 = ~_,_1;;~ -::----=:\:44T o.o39 o.509 --if.747 1.010 1.455 o.ooo 
1 
-- ---ADT-FACTOR, VEHiCLE TYPE9,llilBANINTERSTATE 
---Jr..f.i -,--f'r:s-r--Mr..n-,---i\rn--1-w,Ari-----:Juf.i-1--J[jL __ ::r:::-l\uq-::] __ s~r ___ l ocT 1 Nov 1 oEc I 
SUN o.ooo o.ooo o.ouo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo u.ooo o.ooo o.ono o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
MON _______ ----·" o.0~1o o.1119 ··- ·2:2Gt1 2.053 ---u.ooo ·-----· o.su4 o:s·i3 -- "-·t;_-465 ·-----o:97Ii -----0.772 -----LOU1 ----u.ooc) 
TuE: ____ --o.sti4 ----o:3o3 --2:542 ---1.735 --o:aoo ----o:395 -----1.o2:J ---o44o -~61 ---o.729 --nii3 --o.ooo 
WED- ---o.6tl4 --o.s12 --{951 ·---uo4 ---o_l97 ---o483 --T4a5 ·--o:S46 --1:Ho ·--0.795 --T364 --o.ooo 
l'Hu ___ ---o.iion - --a:<\54 ----1494 ----o.iiu5 --o:ooo ---iii)97 --1541 --o:aao --o:u\1 -·-o:ll94 -1-:til6 --o.ooo 
m----- a:B6T --1 :156 ---o_o54 ---Ti 54 ----o.ooo -- o:s5ii · -- 1 :086 --o:oao --1266 -·--o:7si3 --~2.T6o --o.ooo 
sAT o.ooo ------o.ooo --o_ooo o.ooo --o:oo6 ·-o.ooa ---o:ooo -----o.ooo --O.QijQ o.ooo o.ooo --o.ooo 
P.VG 0.73:3 --o-.569 --(G5T- 1.465 ---o-_197 --o:584 --Tf13- 0.566 1.033 0.789 1.482 o.ooo 
- - ---- -----
Note: The factors in this table ar~ used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
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Table 16. Monthly ADT Fnclors for Urban lnterstntes 
----------1\DT ri\cfon~VEFiicLE TYPEio:·unfi-i\NINTEilSTATE ---· 1 
sUN 
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I .30!) 
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C:R_I ____ ()5()! ___ ()§7~ __ I,~:J() ___ (),()1() __ (),()()() ___ _(),§34 ____ 0,019 o.ooo __ L()~9_I-~~·:o.:·+ 
SI\T 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ___ (),()()() __ 0()()()!· ~-~--
0.776 1.007 ~ ' ----- __________ [ __ , __ 
·.· ·;;~! 1.467 0.000 
. 'JA7 1.847 0.000 
"''UU! 0.000 0.000 
~~-~\~(~~- 0.000 1\VG_I ___ o 4iiii 0.5~)11 2.25D ~~~24j_ _ _lll~ogl o.G33 0.703 
ADT f'I\CTOR, VEHiCLE TYPE 12~RBi\N INTERSTATE 
----,.--,JA"-N"-- -fEB- --MAR-.--1\rn- --MAy- --:!UN ___ JUL 1\UG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
sm:r- --o:oiio --· o:ooii --··a.ooo -··a.ooo ----o.ooo ---o.ooo -·-o:uoo ~-o:ooo · o.ooo o.ooo --o:ooo o.ooo 
Mof.J- ---6:725 --- Tio? ·--r7o6 ---6:676 ---6:065 ·--'Coon ----<>:7o9 ··--o:ooo -~-5:769 ~-0.956 ---~.244 o.ooo 
--- ------- -------------- ··-· ----·- ----- - --··-- ------------- -------------·- -------- ·---- --------------- ··----·- --- ·----·----- ---------- --------- --------
TUE 0.789 0.022 l.fl41 1.2G2 0.000 0.042 I.OG2 0.000 0.64li 0.721 1.025 0.000 
WE5- ---o9ii ··-- a:7s9 ---2299 ---iail3 --o:7rii --·a67ii --i.osii -oooo --o.6o7 ---o9oo --io17 --o.ooo 
mu ·--6.668 -- 6:Giio ---1:545 ---o:632 ·--o.ooo ---6.915 ·--o:uo2 ---o:6Tu ·--r:u54 --o.974 ·---(224 --o-.ooo 
F"~ --o-.oo1 --0.696 1.010 o.749 --o-.ooo ---·a714 --T335 ·--o:ooo --1.123 1.442 1.011 o.ooo 
SI\T --o.ooo -- o.ooo ---o:ooo --o.666 ·-o.ooo ·--o.ooo --6.oor1 --o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
AVG ~-5:7'79 ··- 5.535 --ul92 --5:o76 -- o:7oi ---o.o47 ·--1.oo1 ----u.Gfii --o:9iio --1.655 --1Ti6 --o:ooo 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates in~ufficient data. 
""" _, 
Table 16. Monthly ADT Fadors fm· Urhnn lnterstates 
-A5fFAcfon, VEfliCLETYfiE 13,\ffj[jfif.j iNlERSTAlE_______ ·-----
... .I AN- -·nn .. MAil·- --Arfl·· ... MAY --.iliN'-· .... JUL -Auo-· -·si:r- ·--N;r- ..... Nov·· ---DEC-
!3L!_~---- _l~:~!tJ.~l -----~~~~J~ ____ ~-~~!:! ___ t_J.!:!~!~~ ~-1.~~!:!~1 _IJ.l)t~~~ ~J-~l~HII-· 0.~~!:!1_! 0.000 o.ooo ii.Oi)f-l -----iJ.noo 
MON 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 
TUE o.ooo o.ooo i .ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo · o.ooi> .... ··a.ooci ---o.oiJo ---- o.ooii ---o:ooo 
Wtl) o.i10ll --- tl.Oijii ----- -0.997 --- ·-·u_O{J(J - ---o:OJ5 ---- --t:iG!l -- ·o:O'OO -··--o:OO!J ------fl:OOO ----0:£)(16 --6.66l1 -----o:666 
1 i u 1 i1.~l 1 ·1 - i'I.IJ~;~ 0.·1·i7 --- ·o_Oilil iJXJ!ilJ ------ -L7il7 fl.iliii> 1 .. ---- ·--ci.OOO ···- --- t;:ooo ---~- o.ooo ··--···<iOOtJ -·--o.ooo 
FHl 0.000 o.oou 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.o(JO I.OtlO O.O(J(J lu)(j(i ----·6.0oo --·---·· 0_-QOiJ ··-----6.066 
sAT ·--o:ooo --o.ooo --o:ooo -o:ooo ----o:ooo ---·a:oao -----o:oaa ·--o.ooo ·--o:ooo --o:ooa -~o:aoo ---o.ooa 
7\vG ___ ·--o-:914 -·----o:os2 ___ 1.222 --o.aoo ---a.o35 ---r47o ·-·-·Taoa o.ooo o.ooo 1.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
·-----~ ---- --------- --------- -----~-- ----------- ··---· 
ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE.COAL~URBAN INTERSTATE. 









o.ooo I o.ooo o.ooo I o.ooo 
0.000 0.0110 0. 000 0. 000 
0.000 O.OIJO 0.633 1.183 
0.000 0.409 0.969 0.000 
0.000 0.950 0.095 0.000 
0.000 0.791 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
































0.000 0.000 --- --·- -----
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 






















__ _Q,QI!Ji __ o.427j o.ooo, 
~ 
00 
Tnble 17. Monthly ADT Fnctors for llrban Other 
-- --- ------- -ADT FACTOR,VEHICLE TYPE1;-uRBANOTilER __ _ 
- --Ji\N-- -- FEB-- --MAR ___ - APR___ Mi'l'r- ---JTfN- --Juc- --AUG- --SEP-- -ocf-- - fJov- ----oEc --
SUN - - ci.c1oo -o.ooo --·-o:oo6 -----,J:ooo --- o.iiilo -----o.ooii --·a:ooo ---o:ooo ---o.ooo --o.ooi1 -- -o.ooo ---o:Ooo 
MON 0.575 0.000 1.202 0.902 1.222 1.7iG 0.905 i.107 --6.670 - -1.24:J o.OU9 - _ .... 0_5fi2 
TUE o.6io 6:662 ---174i ---~~io2 -TiGG ---(661 ---6.962 --i.T67--o:746 ---o.746 --o:77o ------o:711J 
w'Eo- -1:212 -----6:551 ---o:oo2 -l:iu5 -----1:537 ----Tioi ----6:931 ----6:945 --foi9 ---o.oou ---6913 -o:?i 5 
l'iiL.i-- ---1:0i6 ----o:631 ---5.956 --1.236 ---1.199 ---1265 ---5951 ---n27 --o-_9oT -- 1.2o:l o:u31 o.9'14 
F'1ii ---- -2 tii3 - -o.934 ---o 627 ---ui7s -----1:43o ----o997 ---Too? --·-o:o95 -··--ao1il ---0.965 -o.s9o --o_iJ,I2 
s111·-- --a:ooo --ifooo ---6666 --o:66o --o:ooo ---o:o66 ---o.ooo ---o:ooo ---o:aao --·rooo ---a:ooo ·--o.ooo 
·i'lvG f.oss --o:695 ---1.682--1.096 --1ill--f341 -a:939 ---1.o4o --o-_844 ---1.oo7 ·--o:76o o.i16 
----- ----- ---- ---- ---- -----------
---ADTFACTOR;-VEIIICLE TYPE 2;iJilBAN OTJIER __________ - ---- -----------------------
1 - ------------- -- ---- --------------------- -------- ----·--------- --
JAN FEB Mllf1 APR MAY JUN JUL --iliJ'G" ------- --6cr ------SEP NOV 
suN o.ooci ---o.ooo -- o.ooo -o:ooo --1-_174 ---o.o26 ----·o:aoo ------- ----- ---- -o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MON ___ --- o.o45 ---o.934 --o.517 --1.30ci ---U44 --6:932 ---6519- 1.036 
----- ------ --1.644 0.008 0.904 ------- ------- ---- ------ ---·-- ------- ------- ---------- - ----- ----- ---------
TUE 1.000 1.133 1.413 0.877 1.041 0.853 0.489 
-w~- o.99o -~3 ---i .046 --a828 --o~ogo --o~o13 ---6352 -
0.782 0.696 0.762 ~--~"-0.729 0.743 0.638 1.089 
tf-nr-- -----1163 ---1.429 --1:617 ---0935 ---1:o25 ---1:146 ----o:453 -o:oo8 --0.906-- 0.782 -----0.709 
FR_I ___ --D:9o5 --o:322 1.082 0.699 ---o-_995 --o.m!l ·-·a:566 -0.604 1.737 1.333 1.580 ------ ---------- ------ --- ---- --------- -----~-
.§":T _____ QQ()ll __ __Jl,QIJQ ___ O,(JO() ___ (Jo()()() ___ I)QIJ() ___ 1),000 ___ (),0()() _ --- --0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 - ----
AVG 0.902 1.060 1.015 0.944 1.045 0.060 0.476 0.792 1.010 0.90:1 1.243 
~-- ~-----
-- - --- ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 3, URBAN OTHER 
- ----JAN- ----FEB --MAR-- ---"APR-~ ---MAY -- - -JiJlC ---jiJl.-- ---AUG-- --SEP - OCT NOV siTN _____ ----,1:oo6 ___ oooo --oooo ---o:ooo ----Tooo ·--O:oo6 --0:666 ··--a:Ooo --o.ooo --oooo 
.. -.. -- -·- -- ---- --------- -·----- --I -------- ---- --------- ---------- --------- -------- -------
MON 0.902 0.092 0.591l 1.425 1.007 1.097 0.626 1.635 0.401 0.835 
-----0.000 ----------1.391 
'fuE·--- ---T377- --1.261 -----1:866 ---0:925 ----6:676 ---5.931 --5346 --6:762 --o.374 --0.72 I 1.270 
~-5-= ---1-.323 =_::_us~ --1:289 --o9o~ _- o~45 :___Qo7o_i_ =([;63 ==-().532 =-Qo53~ o.~9, 
THU 1.227 1.624 1.343 0.966 0.971 1.033 0.494 0.710 0.914 0.693 
l 1.070 
0.589 
I'F\1-- ---1:o24 ---1.246 __ 1.110 --0:797 ---(172 --o:747 --o.ii4 --!1:652 --o-.286 ---ill:l 1.674 
SAT ___ ---ooo6 ----oaoo --o:oo5 ---o-_655 --o~66o ---o:065 --5:ooa ·--o.ooo ---o:ooo --1:066 0.000 
AVG 1.171 1.349 1.240 1.004 0.944--0.002- 0.493 ---0,858 --o-_519--o.833 1.199 ----- ---
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
































Table 17. Monthly ADT Factors for Urban Other 







SAT AiJG __ _ 
.I AN I r'Eil -~--MAn -~-- Arn -~ -·MAV ~- jUN ~- jlJL 









-0. 7G5 ll.-·100 
--. -~666)--- ~6~§~----~~~~=~:~~~ 
----------· -- -~---- -~---- -------
1.030 0.494 0.760 1.237 
0.593 
CUE';9 --1 ~gil - K~~¥ 
6.5ii7 I.G57 1.31'1 ------------------ ·- -----
1.325 2. I 83 0.550 
-~------- _______ ,. ___ ---------
0.000 0.000 0.000 o:o11 -~-1:1342 - -o.o79 
. i\UG---~-- - sl'.P" 
- 6§~~ -- i56~ 
-·--- --~----·-··---~--------
0~1aii N~~cia - 0 ~%oii 
·-------.---- --------- ---------
0.722 0.632 0.927 
--+gm- gij~~ 1-=::g~~xl::=-?~~~~=-- ~~~f 
2.:305 6.f.E1!J .... ll. 73:l --·· -.---- -----·------1.3l5 0.771 
- --- ---------·· ---- ---- -------
O.G52 1.117 0.876 0.829 0.534 -------· ------·-·- -~---- ------
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
--- 1-:367 ---- 0.934 -~-ooi9 -·-Tof5 0.703 
I ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 8, URBAN OTHEr~ ·---·---------·---~-
--JAi'l--- ~EEl~ ~MM~ -i\rn -~ ~MAY- ---:i\TN-- --JUL- --AUG~ --SEP -- OCT - NOV DEC 
sUN o.ooo o.o6o .. 6.666 - o.ooo 1.034 0.966 o.ooo o.oiio o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
MoiT___ -~6.453 ----o.29T -~-0:520 ---0:520 ~---iT442- Tli)5 ----6.486 ----6.766 -0526 ·~5922 --6.569 ---o~465 
·-------- --------"··-- ------------ ·------ ------- -------- ----------·- -------------- ------··---- --------- -------------------------
TUE 0.638 0.898 1.199 0.838 0.693 1.411 1.234 1.558 0.738 0.927 1.164 0.702 
-WE_D __ --0661 ---1.221 --1.014 --1.338 --1.092 ---1.234 ~Q836 -- 0.902 0.829 0.892 0.998 0.982 
rHcr-- ----6:712 --o:-746 ·--Ti23 ··-~0.746 ---o:77f ----l-:-4oi ---1193 ···--r456 --1:135 -o.o44··--o.867 ~-1:013 
FR-1 -~ ---o:rn ~----o:G61--1.617--6:648 --0:752 --T284 -~1TsT -----rT42 -0.870 1.029 1.014 --o:9o9 
-SAT o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 1.000 o.ooo o.ooo --o.ooo - o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
1\IJG---~ --0:637 -o:7G2 ~-1:694 --O.oTO -0:!126 --1.233 ---l:o2o ·-1.165 o.819 1.923 o.922 o.ao2 __ , ____ ------ --
1-------~-- ·-ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE9~URBAN onlER ---------~---· 
--JAN- - FEEl .. -----MAn-- --·1\rn-- ·---MAY----· -JiTN- JUL i\UG ____ --SEP -ocl' ___ ---Nov··- --DEC. 
--- --------------- ----------- -----------~ ------------ ------------ ------ ---------- ------------ ------------ ------····- ------------
SUN 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.386 0.614 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MOf~r- 1.297 -- ii2~4 .. -----1~542 ----------0:217 ·-··-- .. -0."603 ··-·--.. --1".951 .. ·----0.059 -- -ii720 .. ------1~361 --·----2.935 ···-~-6.582 --o~OO 
'fUE______ -·-aTlio -- -o.932 ---1:861 --~iT6oo ----o:334 ----ToiH -- ·ro3fl -·--·raoil -----0:9313 ·--o:385 --0.922 --1:ii3h 
I WE1J __: =iA64 =~___lel2~ o 82s. _ o 12~ =o344 =-_o§4~ ::::.::_-::[~!\~ _:::=1.09~ -_ -D.43~ =iJ]::!? 2.956 1.469 
THU 0.693 0.333 5.044 0.714 0.137 1.141 0.145 1.705 0.632 0.454 0.079 0.923 ---· ---· ~---·- ·----·-·--- ~----- ------- --
Fl .. " 0.753 0.482 3.902 0.245 0.796 2.120 0.216 0.202 1.210 0.832 0.548 0.693 
SAT O:ooo ~- o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo --o:ooo ~----o:Ooo o.ooo o.ooo --Tooo o.ooo o.ooo 
AVG o.a1s - o.6oo -~2.635 ~~o-.5of --o:513 --1:412 --0:348 -~-0.964 ~-0:916 1.229 1.o18 1.255 
----- ··-- - -- ----~- ---~-· ----- ---.. ~-~- ·---------·· ---------- --- ------·--· ~------- ___ , __ --- _________ L____ __ 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
u. 
0 
Table 17. Monthly ADT Factors for Urban Other 
















1.445 ----- - ----
I.OBO ----------0.824 
---------·- . ----- -----
_________ .. ____ -
0.000 0.322 0.790 ----------- -----
0.673 0.792 
-------- 6 ill I i.ooii 
0.6911 0.000 
-X~~~ - K?A~ 0.720 -----------0.000 0.783 ----------






0.670 -Hi~ 1---~- -Hi~ ---
SAT , __ Q.OOOj __ o.ooQI o.ooo I Q:QOOI Q:Q9!!j __ O,QQQ/ ____ Q,QQQ , __ o.oooj o.ooo_j __ O.QOO , __ Oo200 , ___ Qyuu 
AVG 1.015 1.690 1.222 0.787 0.817 0.911 0.833 0.779 0.878 0.006 1.343 0.664 
--· -------- -----------
----ii5T FACTOR-;-VEiiiCLE TYPE 1cr;-URBAiT6THER __ _ f----- -- ~------~ - -- ~------,-------- --------- ·--------- ---~------- ------- --------- -------,,-------
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
sUN - o.ooo --a.ooii ---- o:ooo -- o.ooo - -o.c1oo · - !J ooo o.ooo - 6.666 -- - o.ooa o.ooo o.ooo -- o.ooa 
ivi6N-~- --- 6.737 --·-o:670 -----o:ooo --6686 ---1:768 -- 6737 -- ·a:666 -- -2:579 -~--o.72o ----a.726 ·--o.il84 ~~o.ooo 
_l_QE _-:- =~QQD -----2063--0.474 --2-.218 --~1"H o;[i~ ::_=::_(_];444 ----0.908 0.713 ---0.444 1.479 o.ooo 1 WED 0.000 2.936 0.790 1.346 0.421 0.812 0.450 0.947 0.431 0.421 0.421 2.0261 
T.BTJ---=: =l!:ll1~ o.ooo o.ooo --0.846 __ Q~§~ ~2~~~~ =-o.!JiJol ___ t :3o9 __ 13.'!Q __ Q,oo4 __ !..:~~_i- o.8B4J 
FRI 0.990 0.000 0.000 0.926 0.990 1.177 0.000 0.000 0.926 0.990 0.000 0.000 I 
SAT o.ooo ~- o.ooo --o.ooo o.ooo --o.ooo --o.ooo ----o:ooo ---o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
I AVG____ ~858 __ 1.890 0.632 {204 ---o:9t7 _ 0.873 ----o:593 ---~11 o:8o6 0.692r---1 .024 1.4~ 
~--- ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 12, URBAN OTf-IER 
o ooo 1 - F~~mo I - M~~oo J= A~~oo r=:::K1~1ioor::==~~~=_-i~J:oool A~~oo I s~Poool 0~~ool~~6oo I o~cooo JAN SUN 
MON 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
fUE _____ · --o:oclii ---o)62 --o.ooo --0:995 --o:o19 ----o:9o7 ---oo6o --6:ooo ----o66o ~-T63s ---6819 ---6.666 
wto-- - -a.or1o ---1:538 --~--6:846 ------·n2o ---·a:uz6 ---- -1.616 - --ii.o61J - -- o:o::>6 ---o.ooo ---<Jr1im -- o.o26 --o:oa6 
----- -~--------- _________ .,______ --------- ·------------- -- ........ ---- ----------·· ---· ----- --------
THU 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.031 1.008 O.ooo 0.000 O.OOo 0.000 0.000 0.961 0.000 ------- ------ -- ---- --·-------- ·-------- ·----------- ----------·- -------------- --------- ----------- ---···-·---- -----------FRI O.oOO 0.763 0.000 0.821 0.000 0.782 O.U7U 0.000 0.000 1.756 0.000 0.000 
slit--~ ----6:066 -----o.ooo ---o:ooo o.ooo -o.ooo ---o:ooo -----o~ooo --·o.ooo --o:ooo --<l".ooo --o:aoo--o.ooo 
, AVG --o:6ao ----1.D21-0:S46 --0:993 --o:oo4 --o:92o ~--0:878 --o.o26 -o:ooo --T697 -- o.o69 o.ooo· 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
U> -
Tnhlc 17. Monthly ADT Factors ror Urban Other 
,.--- ADT FACTOR, VEHICLE TYPE 13, URBAN OTHER -------- -----------~ 
SUN 
MON 
TUE wE'iT __ _ 
---jiiN-- -·-TEll- --MAR ____ ilrR ___ --MAY-- ---jl'JN---- -- JUC--- ----i\UG"---sE'r-- -·-ocr- --No\i- --DEC-
o.mJll o.ooo 6.660 ·---·----<iooo <i.6{-J<J o.oo<J !J.tHJO · · ··· ()~(iflf.J - (J.6(ic) - O~iJOfl o.06() -- o.ooo 
----o.aoil - --6.666 ·--a:ooo · -- 0.666 --- 6:666 - - 6.666 -o.o6o --o:ooo -- 6.o6o -- i ooo ---ii.aoa -6.666 
a.ooo -6.666 ----o.ooo ---o.oiio - 6.963 o.ooo o.ooil oo66 -- i.o97 o.ooo ----oooo --o.ouo 
----o:ooo - -o:ooo ---o.ooo ·--o.ooo ------6:oa6 --6.796 ---o:6a6 -----o.ooo ---o:o6o --6875 --1.327 ---o.ooo 
- -·· ------ - - ---- -·---- -----·--- --------~------- ---- ---- ·-------- --·-·- ---~ ~-----~~ ---·----
~i~---- -~·~~~ --- -U~~ ~=~U~ ==g.~~~ ~~--U~~ :::_U~~ ~·-·· =~~~~ ~~l§~~ ==U~~ ===U~~.· ==Ui~ ===g:§~~ 
1 ~VG~~ :--o:6ao o.ooo o.ooo ·--lfOoo ==0.903 ~ o)96 ·--6:066 __ __!l.ooo_ ~ 1.649 ·--o:9l5 - u2? __ o_.o_66 
1---_____ _:_A[)_I_F~fTO~cYEHICLE TYPE COAL,-URBAN OTnER --=----·-- ---·--~--- ___ _ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN~ JUL AUG SEP 1-=0CT NOV DEC suN _____ --oooii -- o.ooo --o:ooo --o.ooo ----o.ooo --o.ooo ----o:ooo ---a:ooo ---oooo ~-oooii --o.ooo -a:ooo 
~~EN=~ =•-Ft~i ~=- ~~;~ -- ~~: ==:~:~~ ~ -Kg~~ ----=Hn ===§~~~ :==~~~~ •. J~~ =---~~?~ · -~.~~~ .~~~~ 
WE_2-:1 __ ().21G 1.768~.131 o.ooot __ o_.ooo _ __Q~oo .. __ D,()()()I u. 1 ~~ _ __':0Juu ---~'-"-'-'~~-~~". u.uuul 
THU 0.381 2.259 2.459 0.839 0.279 0.000 0.000 0.559 0.224 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TR-1 --- --{244 ---u:ooo o.997 o.93D · o.ooo ~O.ooo --o.ooo - o.ooo o.ooo o.B29 --o.ooo· o.ooo 
'SAT ·--o:oo6 -- o.ooo o.ooo--o:Ooo --o:Ooo ·---o.ooo --o:ooo ------o:ooo o.ooo· 1.ooij --o.ooo o.ooo 
AVG _ ---o.ii91--1:9sQ 1.48S_· __ O_.!l1__!_ 0.474 -~1)54 0.000 0.579 0.289 0.680--0.787 ~
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 2. 
A zero factor indicates insufficient data. 
Table 18. Winter ADT Factors 
Urban lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat I I Avg.l 
1 0.822 0.986 0.403 0.814 0.730 0.751 
2 0.693 0.405 0.710 1.065 0.729 0.720 
3 1.489 0.760 0.802 1.952 0.731 1.147 
4 0.796 1.170 0.728 1.194 0.841 0.946 
5 0.597 0.527 0.274 0.837 0.653 0.577 
6 0.843 0.494 0.876 0.834 0.591 0.727 
Vl 
7 0.244 0.193 0.424 0.328 0.378 0.313 
tv 
8 0.631 0.697 0.621 0.725 0.835 0.702 
9 0.675 0.444 0.598 0.531 1.009 0.651 
10 0.813 0.963 0.892 0.757 0.561 0.797 
11 0.599 0.558 0.553 0.405 0.538 0.530 
12 0.956 0.806 0.835 0.678 0.749 0.805 
13 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 19. Spring ADT Factors 
Urban lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
1 0.450 0.884 1.252 0.835 0.855 
2 0.897 1.318 0.934 0.753 1.372 1.054 
3 0.746 1.589 0.263 0.047 0.821 0.693 
4 0.730 1.188 0.533 0.973 0.663 0.817 
5 0.872 1.566 1.129 0.984 0.948 1.100 
6 0.828 1.822 1.011 0.895 0.761 1.063 
7 2.791 1.583 0.359 0.753 0.731 1.243 
V> 
w 8 1.216 1.721 1.262 0.898 1.001 1.219 
9 2.159 2.136 1.267 1.090 0.604 1.451 
10 0.966 1.416 0.837 1.460 1.540 1.244 
11 2.058 1.495 2.040 1.390 1.225 1.642 
12 1.191 1.552 1.354 1.089 0.910 1.219 
13 1.000 0.916 0.447 0.788 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 20. Summer ADT Factors 
Urban lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
1.503 1.036 1.144 1.GG9 1.420 1.354 
2 1.237 1.186 0.989 1.310 0.749 1.094 
3 1.109 0.114 0.675 0.250 0.576 0.545 
4 1.132 0.541 0 723 0.831 0.794 0.804 
5 1.324 0.981 1.192 1.269 0.961 1.145 
6 1.129 1.002 1.223 0.646 0.821 0.964 
u. 7 0.688 0.706 0.570 0.947 1.159 0.814 
~ 
8 0.974 0.703 1.055 1.282 0.666 0.936 
9 0.501 0.622 0.911 1.219 0.822 0.815 
10 1.135 0.895 0.774 0.895 0.886 0.917 
11 0.449 0.761 0.565 0.963 0677 0.683 
12 0.899 0.947 0.868 0.805 1.025 0.909 
13 1 169 1.787 1.000 1.319 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insuffici(mt data. 
Table 21. Fall ADT Factors 
Urban lnterstates and Parkways 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
0.799 1.011 1 135 0.734 0.900 0.916 
2 1.037 0.999 1.267 0.812 1.017 1.000 1.022 
3 0.711 1.403 1.729 0.899 1.526 1.254 
4 1.185 1.221 1.677 1.0~9 1.469 1.000 1.267 
5 1.030 0.957 1.270 0.851 1.293 1.080 
6 1.133 0.787 0.769 1.535 1.565 1.158 
7 1.220 1.444 2.099 1.567 1.489 1.564 
V\ 
V\ 
8 1.129 1.019 0.955 0.970 1.333 1.081 
9 0.944 0.991 1.090 1.107 1.377 1.101 
10 1013 0.853 1.387 0.960 1009 1 044 
11 1.113 1204 0.895 1.174 1374 1.152 
12 0.970 0.797 0.844 1351 1212 1.035 
13 1.000 1.000 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 22. Winter ADT Factors 
Urban Other 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg. I 
1 0.569 0.685 0.826 0.864 1.196 0.828 
2 1.012 1.298 1.624 1.379 0.923 1.247 
3 0.968 1.380 1.753 1.429 1.224 1.351 
4 0.628 0.895 1.219 0.951 1.206 0.980 
5 0.946 1.215 1.488 1.334 1.083 1.213 
6 0.753 0.749 0.750 0.815 0.986 0.810 
7 1.277 0.618 0.476 0.591 1.009 0.794 
Vl 
0'> 
8 0.383 0.746 0.955 0.822 0.765 0.734 
9 0.771 1.012 1.314 0.650 0.643 0.878 
10 1.833 0.911 1.248 1.337 0.948 1.255 
11 0.704 2.063 2.481 0.865 0.990 1.421 
12 0.762 1.538 0.763 1.021 
13 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 23. Spring ADT Factors 
Urban Other 
f\TehicleType I I Sun. Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
1.109 1.336 1.195 1.130 1.044 1.163 
2 1.174 1.014 1.11 0 0.921 0.992 0.925 1.023 
3 1.000 1.010 1.152 1.014 1.093 1.026 1.049 
4 1.076 1.269 1.089 1.031 0.685 1.030 
5 0.910 0.995 1.076 0.938 1.019 0.894 0.972 
6 1.475 0.840 1.300 1.148 1.305 1.231 1.216 
Vl 
7 0.598 1.105 1.458 0.611 0.919 0.938 
...., 
8 1.034 0.494 0.910 1.148 0.880 1.006 1.000 0.925 
9 1.386 0.614 0.934 0.631 1.965 1.648 1.196 
10 0.852 0.852 0.848 0.880 0.870 1.467 0.962 
11 1.227 1.045 0.852 0.906 0.958 0.998 
12 0.907 0.933 1.020 0.821 0.920 
13 0.903 0.903 
15 #DIV/0! 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 24. Summer ADT Factors 
Urban Other 
I Vehicle Type I I Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
1.243 1.224 1.019 1.094 0.990 1.114 
2 0.826 0.829 0.700 0.687 0.802 0.602 0.741 
3 1.119 0.680 0.499 0.746 0.711 0.7S1 
4 0.894 0.696 0.523 0.672 0.456 0.648 
5 1.090 0.975 0.827 0.601 0.786 0.594 0.812 
6 0.525 1.430 1.014 0.919 0.878 0.717 0.914 
V> 
7 1.431 1.465 0.992 1.795 1.131 1.363 
00 
8 0.966 0.786 1.401 0.991 1.350 1.259 1.125 
9 0.614 0.913 1.306 0.745 0.997 0.846 0.903 
10 1.148 0.707 0.908 0.841 0.787 0.878 
11 1.408 0.722 0.736 1.007 1.177 1.010 
12 0.967 0.918 0.830 0.905 
13 0.796 0.796 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
Table 25. Fall ADT Factors 
Urban Other 
I Vehi_cle Typ_~ I I S~_ll_._ Mon. Tu e. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. I I Avg.l 
--- -------·--
1 0.937 0.754 0.960 0.912 0.793 1.000 0.893 
2 1.145 0.884 0.823 0.826 1.550 1.000 1.038 
3 0.902 0.788 0.734 0.732 1.038 1.000 0.866 
4 1.366 1.139 1.168 1.347 1.653 1.335 
5 1.084 0.882 0.972 0.862 1.428 1.046 
6 0.976 0.938 1.183 1.003 1.066 1 000 1.028 
7 0.786 0.812 1.074 1.002 0.941 0.923 
~ 
8 2.337 0.943 0906 0.949 0.971 1.221 
9 1.626 0.748 1.310 0.388 0.863 1.000 0.989 
10 0.789 1.333 1.196 1.010 0.741 1.014 
11 0.775 0.879 0.424 1.146 0.958 0.836 
12 1.229 0.826 0.961 1.756 1.193 
13 1.000 1.097 1.102 1.000 1.050 
15 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the examples shown on Table 7. 
Blank cells indicate insufficient data. 
a, 
0 
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Tnhlc 26. Hourly Factors Rurallntcrslalcs ami l'a.-llways 
RU~!'I\L _I~~'I':l\S1'~TE§ &_['_llf<_ICW~Y!?_LJ\Lic S_l~I\SON~, } 92._~ )~· -~ ---~-­
V1'-3 VT-4 VT-5 VT-6 VT-7 v•r-0 VT--9 VT-10 VT-11 
.Oll_l _:0~50 _:01<(7 .. 0_!13 .. 0047 ._D222 .0352 .0097 .O'i75 




==?I~· oi~~ -: o(Ji;<i 
31 . 0102 . 0060 J~}i ]HE~U~ ~-~U~~ ~:~~16~ ~~-Hi J~i~ :~ci~~ ~~6~HI ~~H~ 
4 .0051 .0094 .0110 .0143 .0123 ,0068 .0000 .0260 .0263 .0145 .0557 
- -·- -····- -- --·-- ----··· - -· -·-
5 .0153 .0172 .0196 .0214 .0198 .0147 .0000 .0400 .0304 .0169 .0464 .. --'. 
.0557 6 .o255 .o:l99 .0434 :-o321 :o34o :o42o -:oszi -:o411 .o3331 .o412l 
~ -
.0398 












. 0 12' 
=[~oio_r 
. 011: 
---- . -- ··--··- ----
.0000 
.0125 
- --· - -
.0250 
-0131 
__ , __ . O~ll 
• 03 9 ( 
- 9/ ·.o:ls7 :o568 .o625 _:i.is1ii :o7oi ·:o635 -:o94ii -:o47ir :6467 -:a7ii2 -~0349 -:-6648 -:o375 ---- -:o564 
--lo~_-.:§,Jo_6 =· o~_fl~I-:I63~ - . o643 -:0707 =: o~~() :_~ 12~6 _ .oi]l·:~§}3o ~::-lo9Q ~ . o45}- .g48]:- .Q]}'Q ~~_~ ---.osag 
-=ti ~~HU --~~HI)~: llii Jt~f- =~ ~ !H =~~it! =~~~~~~ -JHl =~~tll JUt :~JUl ~~~H =~~HI __ : ~- J!t~ 
14! .0612 .06471 .0640 .0804 .0735 .0918 .0758 .0553 .0500 .0678 .0451 .0486 .0625 .0619 
----~-~ ·--~----~ -~ - -- --- -~-- - - ~-- -----· -~----- ------- ~------·-- --~· ----- -~---~ ~-~- --- - ~- ----- -----····- - ~--- -- -~--- -~----
15 .0867 .0741 .0707 .0696 .0707 .0805 .0806 .0525 .0480 .0460 .0385 .0607 .0250 .067t 
. -- -------- ---------- -------- .. - ··------------ __ , ________ -------·--- ·------·----- ---·------ --------- . -------·- --·-·----·-- ------- ···----- --------
16 .0816 .0847 .0817 .0643 ,0634 .0839 .0427 .0547 .0510 .0557 .0433 .0243 .0875 .076( 
~;; ~----~-- ------·- ---~---- ·-·----~-. ------ ~--~ ~~-- ---- ·---·-·-·- -----~ -·-·- -- -----~ 
17 .0561 .0826 .0732 .0411 .0582 .0601 .0237 .0535 .0459 .0702 .0345 .0972 .1000 .07lf 
18 . 0 4 0 8 . 0 5 81 . 0 55 0 . 0 53 6 . 0 4 2 9 . 0 4 31 • 0 6 6 4 . 0 43 5 . 0 4 3 6 . 0 50 8 : 0 3 27 ~ 0 2 4 3 . 0 50 0 - ---. 0 53 { -- --··--- ·----- -··-- -- ... ----- ----- ------· ··-- ----- ·--- -------- ---·------ -----· ---------------
19 .0765 .0425 .0394 .0411 .0336 .0317 .0284 .0394 .0436 .0218 .0190 .0040 .0500 .041:" ------------- --------·---- --·----- -------- ---·----- ····----···- -··-------- ·----- -. --- ------- ---------
20 .0510 .0313 .0284 .0161 .0292 .0249 .0569 .0410 .0451 .0484 .0314 .0162 .0250 .0332 ------ ------------- ~------- --- ---·---- ------ ~------ ---------· ------------ ---------- ------·-- ------ --~------- --------
21 .0255 .0262 .0237 .0375 .0225 .0363 .0095 .0331 .0451 .0242 .0279 .0243 .0125 .0291 
- ;~~-:~~~! ]~!I=:~~!~. :~~H :~tH- -:~i%F:~~H =:~~I~ -~~1f1 ]~!-F:~1~r-]~~~-:~H~== :~;n 
Note: When a vehicle classification count is taken for less than 24 hours, the number of vehicles counted in any particular class is 
divided by the sum ofa11 the coefficjents taken from the table for the particular hours of the day that the count was made (for that 
particular class). · 
Example: A 6-hour count was made from 6:00a.m. to 12:00 noon. A total of 3,500 Type 2s were counted The average annual 
Type 2s per day would equal the following: 3,500 I (0.0399+0.0604+0.0621+0.0568+0.0582+0.0566) ~ 10,479 Type 2s 
per day. lt should be m>l©d tllat these factors are not seasonally adjusted. 
a, -
Tnhlc 27. llourly Fnctor·s lturnl Non-lnlcrstafl>s and l'arl<ways 
HOURLY FIICTOR FOR RURAL NON-INTERSTATE & PARKWAY (ALL SEASONS, 1994) 
HOlJR ·-v;r::.l ··v·r-2 VT::.y· ·-VT--=-4-· -VT.:;;·· V'l;:..6· 'v'i'-:..7· -v~;:..o- v1i-9 VT- io' VT-ll 'i!T-12" VT~D VT-14 ALL'IT 
·· o .oo79 : oo74 :oos4 ·:aoo! ··:aas6 ~oo36 -.o!Joo ··:a{i9o .oT85 .-oii7 -:u61o :ooao ·:oooo ··:-oaoo ··:aoii 
1 .oo68 .oo44 .oo32 .iio46 -~oo44 .6632 ·:aooo .6697 .o1s2 .6i4i -:o732 .oooo .oooo .oooo · :·ao·>4 
···-2-~oos1 .oo3o ~o3i-:oass-:oa37 -:·aa2o ·:oo73 .iio99 :o137 ·:aiii7 --:6244 :oooii .oiioo-.oiioo :oo14 
- ------------- ------ --- --------- --- --· ------ ---------- ----------· ------------ --------- ------- ------- -~------ ---- -· --- --- --- -------- --- .. 
3 .0056 .0031 .0035 .0075 .0055 .0028 .0091 .0109 .0152 .0258 .0122 .0000 .0000 .0000 .00!6 
--4 .oo45 :oo59 .oo68 ·:·oio9 --:6692 :oo63 .oon .ol42 .ozz1 .o398 :on2 .oooo .0120 .oooo .'oo.;6 
---5 ·-:oo62 -~iii9i :o2o7 ·:o169 --:·o282 ·:o253 ·.a691 .6217 :o23ii :o364 -:o4iie- .oooo --:oo66 ··:oooo .oi'l7 
------ ---------· --- ---- --··- . --------~-- ---- ----- ------ -------- __ _, ___ ···---------·- ------- ------- ------- - --- ---- --- ----- ---
6 .03041.0442 .0479 .0478 .0550 .0355 .0237 .0498 .0420 .0562 .0854 .0000 .0120 .0000 .04'i1 --------------- ----•-----------··-· -- ---- ------------------- ---------------··-- ------------------------- ----------------- --- ·--- ----- --
7 .0310 .0605 .0594 .1285 .0689 .0608 .0692 .0650 .0517 .0585 .0122 .0000 .0482 .0714 .061)7 
- ------------ ------------ ----------- ------- ----------- ----- ------· ------------------ -------- ·------ -------- -
8 .0298 .0512 .0610 .0956 .0705 .0781 .0874 .0640 .0543 .0398 .0122 .0000 .0602 .0000 .05·12 ---- ----- - ,. ------------ ---------- ---------- --------- ------------- ---------·-· ------- --------··-- -------- -------- --------- ---- ---- ------- ----- -
9 .0360 .0470 .0606 .0565 .0699 .0856 .1020 .0699 .0701 .0515 .0000 .0000 .0602 .0000 .osu ----- --- ------ ------- --------- ------- ------------------ ---- ----------- ---------- ---------------- ---- ·---- --- ·--- --
10 .0450 .0481 .0608 .0634 .0700 .0845 .0801 .0664 .0666 .0679 .0610 .0000 .1205 .0714 .05:!1 ------- ----·------- -~----- -------·-- ------- ----- ------- .. ---·--·-·- ---------- ---------- ---------·-- -------· -------- ----- ------ -- ·-
11 .0495 .0528 .0636 .0472 .0701 .0797 .0856 .0704 .0658 .0539 .0366 .0000 .0843 .0357 .05fi0 
~---- ----------- ------ --- ·- ---~-·-- --·----- ---- --------- --·-·---- ----------- -----·----- -------- --------- ------ ---- --- ------ ----· --
12 .·0495 .0572 .0637 .0541 .0670 .0777 .0911 .0687 .0685 .0515 .0244 .0000 .0723 .1071 .05 112 --- ~------· ---------- ----··---------·--.-- -------- -----·-- -~·--· ------- ------· , _______________ , __ ------- ------ -- -
HI-~HH 
. 05 6 51 _,_06_ -----
.0614 .0637 .0893 - - ·-··--·· 
.0799 .0772 .1394 
- - - -- ··-------~-
.0872 .0821 .0662 
.07731 .0892 
. 06871 . 0663 :H~~ I-~6H~I-:56661-:6~HI-:HHI-: ~~::~ 
i25 .0582 .0697,.0876 .0911 .0647 .0734 .0703 .0122 .0000 .0843 .0357 .05!18 
. 07801 . 0888 
:HUfj!HI :UH 
: 66s61--:-o4o8l. ~s oaor-:·ias41-. io7ir-:o6, o 
--------------- -----·--- --------· ---·-··- ---·-··--- _,_ .. __________ , ___ ----------------------------
.0818 .0" 3 708 .0259 .0546 .0118 .0310 .O'i20 .0501 .0562 .0610 .0000 .0182 .1429 .07"1 
---------------------- -----·-- ---------- ----·--- -- ----------- ----··-·------ ----------------------- ···------ ·-
18 .0693 .0653 .0565 .0190 .0389 .0281 .0182 .0491 .0301 .0351 .0366 .0000 .0241 .0714 .06'.6 
-------.cc-------·· ...... ---- -- ------------- ------- ·-----·-- ------ -·· --- -----·----- ·----- ·-- ----·-··· ----. 
19 .0580 .0519 .0439 .0179 .0280 .0209 .0036 .0312 .0330 .0375 .0000 .0000 .0482 .0000 .041\6 
·----zo --:a462 --.-o434 --.-o346 --:Dl i3 --:azz 9 --:o1'4:z· -:oo 55 ':-0246 -:·o2 9 5 -~-6187 -:0610 ---:IJ6oor--:-612 0 --.--0 0 oor-·. 0 402 
21 -. a-389 --.6328 -.oz-39 --:6115 ---:lli62 -~oii67 --:oo36 -:o:zs·o ·:·o2o9 ·:a3o4 -:-6976 -:aooo -:-oooo-. oooo --.--o3oo 
-------- ------ ---· --- -----·--- -------- ----·-- ------- --------- -----·-- ------·- -------- ------~-·----coc-·-·-- -
22 .0310 .0217 .0144 .0075 .0103 .0043 .0036 .0156 .0219 .0258 .0366 .oooo .oooo .oooo· .01•17 ----------- -------- ---~-- -------·- ---- -----· --------- ·------- --------------- --------------- ------ -
23 .0191 .0142 .0106 .0069 .0073 .0067 .0073 .0113 .0209 .0234 .0244 .0000 .0000 .0000 .01:13 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the example shown on Table 26. 
0\ 
N 
Table 28. llourly li'actors Urban Intcrstatcs and l'arkways 
ll()lJRLY _F)\CTOI<FOR. UI<BA!! !!!.'£'1£R.E']'J\"I'I£~-&_ PA_!l_I{W)\'!:.!'i_\]\fc.L_§_E.!IS()l:I§.•19.~_4_L_ ------ ---- ------- -·--
HOUR VT-1 VT-2 VT-3 VT-4 VT-5 VT-6 V1'-7 VT-8 VT-9 VT-10 VT-11 VT-12 VT-13 VT-14 ·-·----- --- -· ---------·--··· - -------·- ---· -- --------- --·----- ---------- ----------- ----------- ···------··· ------------ ----------- -------- -------
0 .0155 .0105 .0100 .0073 .0113 .0066 .0006 .0166 .0353 .0224 .0440 .0600 .0152 
1 .015S .0064 . OOfd . 00'73 .00'73 .004ll .0006 . 01'/0 .OJ12 .0200 . 0 16~) . 05 ., 0 .015/. 
~oo47 
- ----··--- - --····- - - -· -- -- -· ·- -
.0237 
. -- - -- - -----
2 .0091 .0048 .0051 .0070 .0062 .0006 . 0177 .0292 .0413 .0385 .0000 --------- -· ---- -- .. - -- ----------· -
3 .0026 .0045 --- ._QQ!~ .0069 .0072 .0072 .0000 .0208 . 0272 .0262 .0390 .0535 .0000 --------- ---- - - --- ---···- ,. ------- ·--- -----··- --- ------ ---··- ---- ---- -- - --------- ---- ·----·,, --··-···- -- ------·· 
4 .0026 .0066 .0084 .0069 . 0117 . 0079 .0024 .0237 .0290 .0175 .0511 .0535 .0152 
--~1- :-~~-~~ 
--·-- .. -- -··------- ... ---- ---· ..... ....... -·· ---- -- - -· ..... ··~ ·-. ---- - .. ··- ----
.0167 .0226 . 0146 .0198 .0187 .0018 .0291 .0306 .0224 .0413 .0493 .0455 
---------- -··----- ---·-·------- ------·-·- - . -···--·--- --· ----- -----· 
. 0477 .0583 .0591 .0392 .0466 .0255 .0422 .0359 .0324 .0495 .0600 .0606 
71 .0453 .0840 
.......... ----- --- ····-----·- .. ..... -· : ' 
.0364 .0436 .0440 I :0364 .0455 .0868 .0996 .0580 .0556 .0704 .0452 ·------ ---- ··----- --------- --·--·-- --------·-·--- ---··------ -------··- ---··--------- ---- -·-·--- --··------- ·------ ---- -------··-· -----
8 ,0427 .0667 .0605 .0795 .0733 . 0735 .0971 .0538 .0404 .0574 .0348 .0535 .0758 ---·---- ---··----- -·····---- --····-------- ------· ---- ---·--- -------- -----·-- -------- -----·--- -------- ---- ------- ----
9 . 04 79 .0465 .0497 .0719 .0765 .0814 .1220 .0597 .0458 .0786 .0380 .0493 .0303 --------- ------ -----··- ---:1)467 --- --·- ----·-·-·-- ---- ----- ---- ----10 . 0375 .0428 .0486 .0763 .0904 .1104 .0615 .0500 .0873 .0418 .0364 .0909 
---···- --- ------··-- -----··---- ----···-- -- --·-·-- ·-··----- ------ ·------ ---------- -------- --- ·--- ----·-·--· 
11 . 0582 .0464 .0508 __._Q~ ~2 c--:.!:1.'7_§.~ .0839 .0831 .0590 .0530 .0873 .0443 .0278 .0455 ------ --------- ------··-··- ---- --·· -- ·- -------- -------- -·--·- -·----- -----·-- ----- ·---- -----·-· ------
12 .0479 .0482 .0513 .0620 .0708 .0819 .0862 .0597 .0514 .0648 .0390 .0450 .0606 ----- --- ----·- -··-··- ------····- -------- ---- ----- ------ ----·-·-- -------- -·····--··-·- ------- ------ -----·---- -··--
13P0505 
.0487 .0529 .0653 .0739 .0771 .0898 .0556 .0498 .0586 . 0370 .0493 .0758 
···----- -------- -----·- -------··-· ------ ·--··- ------·-- ---- ------· ··-------··· ----- --- ----- -· - -----
14 . 0906 .0549 .0601 .1073 .0745 .0875 .0880 .0617 .0519 .0586 .0448 .0321 .0606 
-- ------
_____ , __ 
-------·- ·---- ---- -------- ------ --------- ------ ··---·-- -------- -;0428 
-;-·-·--· --
3~-~~H~ 
.0683 .0759 .0759 .0731 .0793 . 0728 .0610 .0504 .0723 . 0410 .0455 ... ,.- --- - -· .. - --- -- ----··-- -- ---··-··----- -·------- ---------- ---····--- --------··· -------------- --------- -------- -- ·-···--·-- ---
.0825 .0875 .0861 .0686 .0584 .0570 .0612 .0483 .0436 .0465 .0407 _.__().2_Q21 ··-- ------ ..... ----- - -·-···-- -- ------------ ------ ---------- --·----- ··-····-------·-- -- ---- - -· -- ------ --···-··----
17 .0453 .0905 . 0784 .0525 .0501 .0405 .0376 .0551 .0436 .0399 .0360 .0300 .0758 
---···· ----- -------- - --- ---- .. -------- -·-- ·---------- ·------- ·-·-·------ ··-·-------- --- ---- -··- -------·-·- -------- --------·- ----··--·-- - --
18 . 0699 .0636 .0551 .0372 .0406 .0264 .0261 I • 04 9 4 .0466 .0262 .... 0333 .0343 .0152 
19 . 0530 .0443 .0300 .0175 .0251 .0217 
.. . . .. . -·· - ······ 
.0085 .0370 .0443 .027~ .. 0332 .0321 .0000 
20 .0479 .0361 .0301 
I - .... 
.0316 
- ··--· ---- --
.0080 .0184 . 0141 .0061 .0425 . 02 37 . 0278 .0364 . 0455 
-- ---···--- ---·-··- ---·- ----· ·-- -·-------- ----- --------- ------ -··- ------·--- --- --- r---·-- ----
21 .0375 .0338 .0258 .0139 .0158 .0128 .0036 .0282 .0441 .0200 .0418 .0236 .0152 --- ----- - ---- - ---- --------- ---- ----- -------- ------··----- ---------- ----- --~·~ -------
22 .0272 .0253 .0206 .0117 .0136 .0087 .0079 .0277 .0439 . 0274 .0523 .0236 .0606 ·------ ---·- ----·-· --·-- ·----· ------ -------· -·---- -------· -·---- -------
23 . 0310 . 0174 .0146 .0113 . 0112 .0087 .0018 .0252 .0394 .0187 .0508 .0343 .0152 
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Tahlc 29. llnurly Factors Urban Nnn-lnlcrstalcs amll'arkways 
ll()l)RLY~ACTOR FOR_ lJRBAt-J NOt-J::!t-!TI;;~f>'I'J\')'E S. f'!\RK~]\!:_( A~!o~EAS_()N~ 1 199.4_)__ ___ _ 
I!OlJR VT-1 VT--2 VT-3 VT-4 VT-5 V'r-6 VT-7 VT-0 VT-9 V1'-10 VT-11 VT-12 VT-13 VT-14 ALL VT 
----- - ·----- --·· - --- - ---- -- ----------- ------------- ---·--------- -------- -- - ·-· ---------- - -------- ------------ ---· --------- -------. ------- --
0 .0136 ,0090 .0056 .0034 .0056 .0067 .0000 .0094 .0150 .0093 .0274 .0000 .0256 .0000 .0085 
- -------- ----·-····- ·---------- ------ --------- -------- ----- -------- -------~ --- ··-
1 .0091 .0049 .0032 .oooo .0035 .oo-n .oo3o .0076 .0158 .oooo .0605 .2500 .oooo .oooo .0047 --- ----· -------- ------· ___ ,______ - -------- --------------------
2 .0091 .0033 .0025 .0042 .0030 .0036 .0000 .0094 .0178 .0047 .0274 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0034 ------- ---------- ----- ---· ----- ----·-=---=--..:-=-- ·- ---.:: -=-=·...:. ------..: =-~:--=- --' 
: bi~~l : Ki~~l : ~~~6 ~-~~~~J=JllrigJ ~J~~-~ 
.0256 .0256 .0144 .0000 
-- -------
.0137 




_____ ,_ ------- -- --. -- ---- --
16 .0670 .0816 .0795 .0589 .0670 .0500 .0934 .0675 .0524 .0374 .0605 .0000 .0256 .0769 .0804 
--- ---- ---- ····---------- ·-·----·- ------------ ---------- ··-------·-···· -------- -····--------- -----------------------------------
17 .0560 .0815 .0702 .0454 .0515 .0473 .0512 .0538 .0475 .0561 .0411 .0000 .0256 .1026 .0784 ----- -----· ··-·- ----··-·-· ------ -·-·-·----- ---·--· ···------· ··-------" ------- --··---------·------ -----cce- ----
18 .0704 .0654 .0527 .0202 .0353 .0318 .0241 .0387 .0325 .0514 .0685 .0000 .0769 .0513 .0621 
--19 :o65o .o51s .o394 .oi43 --.o25i .<i257 .oi5i .o279 .o35o .oo9:i" .oooo .oooo · :asi3 ·-:osi3 -.-o486 ---- ------····· ---------- -------- --------·· -------·- ----------- ,,,.,,_________ ---·· --------·····-·. -------- - ---·-- -------------- -
20 .0590 .0468 .0324 .0109 .0172 .0231 .0151 .01'70 .0262 .0234 .0959 .0000 .0513 .0513 .0435 
- --- ------------ ------- ··----------· --~---·-··-- ----·----· ····-------- ------- --------- ---------- ----------- _______ , ___ ---------· ----------- --
21 .0477 .0396 .0256 .0067 .0165 .0144 .0030 .0194 .0276 .0093 .0548 .0000 .0256 .0256 .0365 
"- . ····-- -· -··-·--- .... --- --·-··· ··-- --·-·-··-- ····- -· ··-·-·-·· ·-·--· ·" . -- --·-· -- ·····---- - --··· ·--- ----------- ··-
22 .0363 .0247 .0157 .0126 .0087 .OllO .0060 .0200 .0238 .0093 .0274 .0000 .0256 .0000 .0229 --- ------- -------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------- ------ ----- ----------- ---·-··--- --- ---- -------- -
23 .0250 .0163 .0099 .0059 .0075 .0036 .0030 .OllB .0202 .0047 .04ll .0000 .0256 .0000 .0151 
Note: The factors in this table are used in the same way as illustrated in the example shown on Table 26. 
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Figure 2. Rurallntcrstatcs and Parkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Sunday 
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Figure 3. Rural Interstntes nnd Pnrkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Mm_1day 
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Figure 4. Rural lnterstates and l'a•·kways (VT-1 to VT -IS); Tuesday 
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Figure 5. Rurallnterstates und J>arkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Wednesday 
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Figure 6. Runtllnterstates and l'arkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Thursday 
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Figure 7. Rurallntcrstatcs and J>ilrkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Friday 
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Figure 8. Rurallntcrstates and J>arkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Saturday 
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Figure 9. Varintion of Monthly ADT Factor, lntcrstntcs and Parkways 
Vehicle Type I, Motorcycle 
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Figure 10. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lntcrstates amJ Parkways 
Vehicle Type 2, Car 
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Figure t I. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstates and J>arkways 
Vehicle Ty1le 3, Pickup 
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Figure 12. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lntcrstatcs and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 4, Bus 
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Figure 13. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstutes and l'nrkways 
Vehicle Type 5, 2-Axle, 6-Tire 
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Figure 14. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstatcs and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 6, 3-Axle, Single Unit 
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Figure 15. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstates and J>arkways 
Vehicle Type 7, 4-Axle, Single Unit 
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Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lntcrstates and Parkways 
V chide Type 8, 2S I, 3S I, and 2S2 
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Figure 17. Variution of Monthly ADT Fuctor, lntcrstutcs and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 9, 382 m· 3-Axle with Trailer 
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Figure 18. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type I 0, 6 or 7-Axlc with Single Trailer 
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Figure 19. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 11, 5-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 20. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 12, 6-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 2 t. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Intcrstatcs and J>arkways 
VchicleTypc 13, 7..:Axlc, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 22. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, lntcrstntcs and J>arkways 
V chide Type 15, U nclassificd 
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Figure 23. Rural Non-Interstates and Purl{ways (VT-1 to VT-15); Sunday 
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Figure 24. Rural Non-lnterstates and J>arkways (VT-l to VT-15); Monday 
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Figure 25. Rural Non-lnterstates and Parkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Tuesday 
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Figure 26. Rural Non-lnterstates and Parkways (VT-1 to VT-15); Wednesday 
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Figure 27. nuntl Non-lnterstates and J>arkwnys (VT-1 to VT-15); Thursday 
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Figure 28. Rural Non-lntcrstates and Parl•ways (VT-1 to VT-15); Friday 
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Figure 29. Rural Non-lnterstates and Parl•ways (VT-1 to VT-15); Saturday 
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Figure 30. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 1, Motorcycle 
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Figure 31. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and J>arl•ways 
Vehicle Type 2, Cal" 
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Figure 32. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lntcrstatcs and Parkways 
Vehicle TyJle 3, l'iclmp 
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Figure 33. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and l'arkways 
Vehicle Type 4, Bus 
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Figure 34. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and Pari\Wllys 
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Figure 35. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lntcrstates amll'arkways 
Vehicle Ty11e 6, 3-Axle, Single Unit 
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Figure 36. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstatcs and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 7, 4-Axlc, Single Unit 
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Figure 37. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lntcrstatcs and l'arkways 
V chiclc Type 8, 2S I, 3S I, and 282 
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Figure 38. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 9, 382 or 3-Axlc with Trailer 
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Figure 39. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lntcrstatcs and Pnrkways 
V chide Type 10, 6 or 7-Axlc with Single Trailer 
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Figure 40. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
Vehicle Type 11, 5-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 41. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and J>arkways 
Vehicle Type 12, 6-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 42. Varintion of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lnterstates and Parl\ways 
Vehicle Type 13, 7-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
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Figure 43. Variation of Monthly ADT Factor, Non-lntcrstatcs and Parkways 
V chide Type 15, U nclassilied 
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Figure 44. Monthly Variation for Rural 
lnterstates and Parkways 
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Figure 45. Daily Variation for Rural 
lnterstates and Parkways 
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Figure 46. Monthly Variation for Rural 
Non-lnterstates and Parkways 
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Figure 47. Daily Variation for Non-
lnterstates and Parkways 
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RURAL INTERSTATES & PARKWAYS HOURLY FACTOR (1994) 
ALL VEHICLE TYPES (VT-1 TO 15) 
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RURAL INTERSTATES & PARKWAYS HOURLY FACTOR (1994) 
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Figure 6Gb. 4-lane Interstate, All Vehicle Types, Lane Distribution Factor vs. Percent Trucks 
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Glossary 
AADT The total traffic volume during a 356-day period divided by 365 to yield the 
annual average daily traffic. 
AASHTO The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. 
ADT The total volume during a given period (in whole days) greater than one day 
and less than one year, divided by the number of days in that period. 
ATR Automatic Traffic Recorders. These are permanently placed at specific 
locations throughout the state to record the distribution and variation of traffic 
flow by hours of the day, days of the week, and months of the year from year 
to year. 






Any device which collects traffic characteristics data. 
Equivalent Single Axleload. This is the damage caused to a highway 
pavement by one pass of a single axle with four tires carrying a total load on 
the axle of 18,000 pounds. 
A number that represents a ratio of one number to another number. The 
factors are used to adjust traffic volumes. In this report, seasonal, monthly, 
hourly, and lane distribution factors are developed. 
Federal Highway Administration. 
Functional Class The classification of highways into different operational systems based 
on the character of service they provide. 
HPMS Highway Performance Monitoring System. A program by the FHW A to 
assess the current condition of the nation's highways and to evaluate future 
programming needs. HPMS relies heavily on strategically located sample 
highway sections which represent all of the highways in a given area. 
Lane Distribution Factor The percent of total vehicles or one vehicle type (in one 










Average volume of a particular vehicle type for a particular day of the week 
( Sunday, Monday .... , etc.) determined from a single month's data. 
Mean Absolute Error. This error is the average of the absolute values of the 
differences between the estimate of a variable and the true value of the 
variable expressed as a percentage of the true value of the variable. 
Outside the FHWA approved urban limits. 
Strategic Highway Research Program. This was a highway research program 
funded by Congress in the mid-1980's with a total budget of$150,000,000. 
The major areas of research were Asphalt, Concrete and Structures, Highway 
Operations, Maintenance, and Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP). 
Total Monthly Volume. In this report, the MADWs were averaged for each 
month and then multiplied by the number of days of the month to estimate the 
total monthly volume. 
Any heavy vehicle described in FHWA Scheme F (Classes 4-13; i.e., buses 
and trucks with six or more tires. Class 14 is available for state definition of 
a special truck configuration not recognized by the scheme). 
Inside the FHW A approved urban limits. 
Vehicle Classification Recorder. These are portable counters that record 
volumes and vehicle classifications. 
Vehicle Class The identification of a particular vehicle according to FHW A's Scheme F. 
Kentucky uses the following vehicle classes: 
1. Motorcycles 8. 4 or less Axles, Single Trailer 
2. Automobiles 9. 5-Axle, Single Trailer 
3. Pickup Trucks 10. 6 or more Axles, Single Trailer 
4. Buses 11. 5 or less Axles, Multi-Trailer 
5. 2-Axle, 6-Tired, Single Unit 12. 6-Axle, Multi-Trailer 
6. 3-Axle, Single Unit 13. 7 or more Axles, Multi-Trailer 
7. 4 or more Axles, Single Unit 14. Coal Trucks (not Scheme F) 




Vehicle-Miles Traveled. One vehicle traveling one mile equals one vehicle-
mile of travel. Ten vehicles traveling 10 miles each equals lOO vehicle-miles 
of travel. 
Weigh-in-Motion. The process of estimating a moving vehicle's gross weight 
and the portion of that weight that is carried by each wheel, axle, or axle 
group, or combination thereof, by measurement and analysis of dynamic 




Comparison of Manual Classification Counts 




ERROR FUNCTION STATION: 106P221-64 LANE 1 7/24/96 6 HOURS 
MAN AUTO PREDICT M-A Sa M-A M-P SQM-P 
CLASS 1 0.455 CLASS 1 4 2 1 2 4 3 10 
CLASS 2 0.704 CLASS 2 1864 2492 1754 -628 394384 110 42122 
CLASS 3 2.414 CLASS3 1144 561 1355 583 339889 -211 44316 
CLASS 4 0.850 CLASS4 5 4 3 1 1 2 3 
CLASS 5 1.788 CLASS 5 174 78 139 96 9216 35 1192 
CLASS 6 0.971 CLASS 6 45 53 51 -8 64 -6 42 
CLASS 7 1.387 CLASS 7 7 3 4 4 16 3 8 
CLASS 8 0.375 CLASS8 13 80 30 -67 4489 -17 288 
CLASS 9 1.198 CLASS 9 615 646 774 -31 961 -159 25310 
CLASS10 1.333 CLASS10 9 12 16 -3 9 -7 49 
CLASS 11 1.064 CLASS 11 25 24 26 1 1 -1 0 
CLASS12 0.525 CLASS12 0 2 1 -2 4 -1 1 
CLASS13 0.143 CLASS13 0 3 0 -3 9 0 0 
CLASS15 0 CLASS15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM sas 749047 83340 
ERROR FUNCTION STATION: 106P221·64 LANE 4 7/24/96 6 HOURS 
MAN AUTO PREDIC M-A sa M-A M-P sa M-P 
CLASS 1 0.455 CLASS 1 10 6 3 4 16 7 53 
CLASS 2 0.704 CLASS 2 2381 3315 2333 -934 872356 48 2291 
CLASS 3 2.414 CLASS 3 1443 300 724 1143 1306449 719 516474 
CLASS 4 0.850 CLASS 4 5 2 2 3 9 3 11 
CLASS 5 1.788 CLASS 5 244 79 141 165 27225 103 10554 
CLASS 6 0.971 CLASS 6 31 66 64 -35 1225 -33 1094 
CLASS 7 1.387 CLASS 7 13 15 21 -2 4 -8 61 
CLASS 8 0.375 CLASS8 42 71 27 -29 841 15 237 
CLASS 9 1.198 CLASS 9 734 649 778 85 7225 -44 1908 
CLASS10 1.333 CLASS10 6 7 9 -1 1 -3 11 
CLASS 11 1.064 CLASS 11 26 26 28 0 0 -2 3 
CLASS 12 0.525 CLASS12 2 3 2 -1 1 0 0 
CLASS 13 0.143 CLASS13 0 1 0 -1 1 0 0 
CLASS15 0 CLASS15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM sas 2215353 532696 
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